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TABLE OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Activities'

I. Introduction

. ,

Time Requirements

1. Name Tag -- Milling, Sharing
.

2. Childhood Surroundings -- Introspection

3. Past and Present Environments
Discussion h hour

4. Reading Alignment Review -- Discussion h hour

5. 4ratit Ad -- Writing h hour

6. Priority Emphases in School --

Rank Ordering

II. Assessment

Assessment-of.Problems and Solution
Formulation h hour

;s.

8. Resources for Assessment Problems h hour

III: Tutoring

9. Designing a Tutoring Program 1 hour

IV. Individual Skills Development

A. Interaction Skills

1. Atsertiveness

10. Honest. Presentation of Self and
Personal Characteristics 11-hour

.11. Assertiveness Quotient Questionaire 1/2 hour

12. Assertive Responses 1 1 hour

13. Assertive Discriminatiol Exercise 1 hour

2. Attentiveness.

14. Behvior Indicating Attentiveness

15. Environmental Revisions Facilitating
Attentiveness

3: Listening

16. Active Listening (Story) ;5 hour

v

h hour

h'hour

h hour

,

1 hour
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I Individual Skills Development

B. .Learning Skills

1. Note Taking

117. Note-taking Practice h hour

18. Relationship between Note taking and
memoryfrecall 3/4 hour

,
2. Time Utilization

19., Awareness of Personal Time_Utifization hour '

20.. Develbpment of Individual Time Schedule 3/4 hour

21.- Adapting Time Utilizatton Activities 19 & 20
for Student Use 1/2 hour

22. Practical Application of time Utilization
ti ," Concepts h hour

-a. Effective Reading

23. 'Survefof Reading Attitudes

24. Variations in Reading Styles (4 readings)

4. Test Taking

25. Test Taking Attitude Awareness --
Process Wheels

h hour

1 hour

1 hour

26. Developing Remediatfan Plans for Testing /Th
Problem ,Areas hour

5.--) Understanding Directions

27. Understanding and Following Written Directions hour

28. One-way Two-way Communications 1 hour

29. Blind Direction Following* (Leader only)

Problein Solving ,

30. Problem Solving Implementation Plan

31. Criiis Problein Solving

4

vi

1 hour

1/2 hour



VI.. Educational Planning

32,. Role-play

VII. 'Environmental Appraisal

14 hours

33. Career Guidance Climate Scales ,11/2 hours

34. Developing an Environmental' Appraisal Plan 11/2. hours

VIII. Center Organization and Development

A. Staff Development

35. Training Teachers,
i1/2 hour

36. Criteria for Effective Teaching 1/2 . hour

37. Center Consultation Conferences
(and ObserVation InventOry) 14 hours

38. Staff Development Plan 24 hours

B. Facility Development

39. Plan for. Program Implementation' 5 hours.

vii
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This traiiling manual isione part in a set', of instructional

materials developed td'facilitate,tke efforts. of Georgia :4(
.4ft

educators in the.plannIng and implementation of comprehensive
. 7-f_

tamer guidance Arograms.:Thomonualls similar in format to

other materials in the series. '-The aterial4 ire designed for

ruse with small vioups of counselors, teach, and career

development special is s who are interested lin improVing-their

career'guidance competencteil: Each unit of trathing mateelals

'Js based upon avieticularcasPect of a' comprehensive career

guidance systeth. -, Through this systematic app -roach the need for

specific staff deVelopment program materials and activities.44

n beAetermined'and documented.

Related matOals produced the Georgia Career:Guidan

Project include audio cassette'reiordings, transparencietr,,a
40r

tsound/slide series, a needs assessment, instrument, charts, an
AI*

various other_suppolTaterials.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSOP MATERIALS A

CAREER GUIDANCE TEAMS

. (-112/DES

4 .

4 N

4

4
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The goals of any one4a a can b( best Understood in e context
of the complete/list of go identif$ed in the, comprehensive needs>
assessment study. The f of this training manual is on the
development of staff c etencies.in the area of "The Educational
Environment" (note a osed box).,.

t

, a
INTERPERSONAL HUMAN RELATIONS
EFFECTIVENESS SKILLS

Trust and
,Intimacy

,

ExpreStive and
Assertir Skill

ffiliatioh4nd
Acceptance ,

LIFE SKILL'
DAILY\LITINGWORK-AND. ,

LIFE CAREEP.
PLANNING

3

ConSumer Skills

Civic:end
Community.

.ResOonsibilities

Home,andFamilyj
ReSPonsibilitiet

aLAM 'NG SKILLS

DecisionlMaking
Skills

Yalues/Clarifi-"
cationfands
Development

,Goal Setting .

Respbnsibilitles

1

1

RELATING WITH
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

Family Relation--
ships ,

Peer Relationships

PS

Teadier/Adults
Relationships

EMPLOYABILITY

,Employment Prepara-
tion Skills

'Job-Seeking ,

Skills

Occupational/
ducational

Knowledge

ED1CATI.NAL :
ENVIRONMENT

Study/Learning
Skil1$

.

Participation/
/Involvement
Skills ;

Basic Academic
Skills

SELF
VALIDA ION

Confidence

Independence

Identity.

WORK AND LEISURE
ENVIRONMENTS

Work Expectations
and Responsibilitl

Recreat4on and
Leisure Interests

Work World
SttAictures

SKr
UNDERSTANDING

Self Appraisal
Skills

Abilities and
Competency.'-:
Development

Persorial-

Development
Responsibility.



Staff DevelopMent Pickege

. . .., 7.32

.Thii training-manual on "Educational Environment" was
,f.

developed fer(Use-as support' material f r a staff'whicb

identified this process-outcome s'a priority need.

1
. The Manuattnt4ccompanying maierialv,were written tit, assist

yt

...,
,,

.
.

dotal: career guidance teams in their efforts to improve the

quality and qtiantitylof their programs.' rebasic/assumption

g

underlying -the development of theie materials is that all of
C

us benefit from periodic renewal.

.

The content ofthis manualls.presented in both didactic

and experiential Modes to encourage maAimum invoh7ement of'

.- ,

.

participants?. Small group -experiences are a part,t.of
1

the:special.

attention given to the' development of competencies for a team :77

approach to'implem ntation of careergiAdance programs..

The outline o the-manual follows the bpsig learning.

: .
A

i

model-7from attitude development to knowledg agquistion or.-'
- ,..

renewal, to technical *nd skill developmentand/orkmprovement,

and ti:en,to/deve*ment of implementation strategies and, plans.
0

X
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A. Preface

rA

. INTROWtTION
°

The educational etvironment in wl-pch the children of our-own ,

atNo
society are fnvolvedis essentially an elaborate inforMation system.

4'
From-a multitude of facts and figures, concepts and goals, the\.

students are e4etted to process the information relevant te;them

and apply their.lives the knowledge 'gained: Idle studdits

are barraged with increases in iriformation, sources of ififormatiOn

and information-based choices, they ,are fered fewer opportunities

t

for developing personal s011s t facilitate the processingof

this information,. For,example,'one of the methods moi;freq!ntly

-employd by children in 1earning to process and sort information is

association with adults. The adults with whom a child could, in the

pasts'most readily associate included Orents, sibliings,-, and °

teachers. Today students have less contact with wents arid sib-

s'llogs than ever before because specialized role functions.frequently

take family members away,from.the home. The sehools, too, have

deve1.7ed into larger:, more specialized units that at best do little!.

to'entoura9 stablishmPent of significant rel'ati'onships between. /

--students Afrieachers.
.

,

:experience in the world of work also offered ybuth

opportunities to develop.information processing skills inhe past.

Where -there were once positions that provided on-the-lob training

and experience for students, there is now a tendencyfor:society

o

Pooese
inform
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to isdla'ke siudents.from,the world of work and confine them to

the schools. A young parson is no longer welcome An the business

world withOut at least a high schoold; lOma. while the majority of

jobs" providing middle -end upPer-le41 pay scales require post-

. c.
. high school training, either from vocational technical schools or

colleges. This expansion of the educational requirements for

employment has :contributed greatly to the- isolation of the student

from the rest Of society. Urie Bronfenbrenner (1972) describes the

effect of practices which promote segregation between youth and

adults. According to Bronfenbrenner, a child psychologist, children

develop ability and identity through association with others. When

denied such association, th, child,develops, isolated from the very

individuals who provide social reference, in an exploitive and

impover4hed world.

Thus students find themselves in a dilemma: They are exposed

to an environment which provides maximum ntities of information

and at the same time eliminat,s traditional methods of processing

that information. Where then do students find guidance in estab-

lishing personal priorities? How do they dev,flop strategies and

skills which will aid in the sorting of information and sources?
(.7.

This training package addresses itself to the student skills
At*

that facilitate more productive processing of information/data by

learners. Particular attention is paid to improving study and

learning skills, participation and involvement skills and basic

1academic skills. These a e broad groupings of skills most Often

2

J

Dilemma:
lack of
processing
skills



reported to be of critical interest to students.in their-pursuit

of successful learning, and these are the three,major skill

groupings designated by the Georgia Career Guidance Project as

components of the Educational Environment. (See data from needs

assessment phase of the Georgia Career Guidance Project, 1975).

More attention will be paid to these skills areas in the orientation

and training sections of this package,

The recommended strategy or vehicle for organizing activities

designed to help students improve their educational skills takes

the form of an "Educational Development Center." The Center is

defined as an area for organized functions that may be provi,d in

a given lortion or in seveal locations by a number of people

serving as 1
a team. The Center's functions may be adopted in

entirety or in part as deemed appropriate to specific school and

student needs and resources. Bronfenbrenner (1972) supports the

development of such a center when he suggests, as a solution to the

problem of student alienation, that "a setting in whAh young and

old can just sit and talk" among other things we need to provide.

This training package begins with an introduction which

provides rationale for the package, reviews the needs assessment

items directly related to this manual, and clarifies the position

this manual holds in the total Career Guidance model. The orien-

tation serves to (1) develop an awareness of the skills objectives

for workshop participants, (2) develop an awareness of the specifte-

student needs identified as components of the "educational

Edisoational

Developmen
Center



environment," (3) create an attitude toward learning that is

propased as a requisite for participant skills development, (4)

demonstrate the Educational Development Center concept and the

teacher/student interaction advocated for, the Center, (5) acquaint

team participants' with the, total training package for the

Educational Development Center, and (6) acquaint team members with

educational experiencet that are considered models for the develop-

mentof additional learning experiences by team members.

The training section consists of both experiential art didactic

exercises designed to promote team member awareness and Skills in

the functions that may be included in a Educational Development

Center. Finally, th&orga.lization and development of the Center is

approached through experential exercises.

James S. Coleman, a professor of social relations at Johns

Hopkins University, suggests in his article, "The Children Have

Outgrown the Schools," that new electronic methods of communication

such as television have created an information-rich, action-poor

environment, and that increased pluralism in sources of information-

-has created a child's world sh ed by media rather than family or

school. Because the child's productive activities are no longer

useful to the family,,the school has become a central fOcus in the

child's life. Yet Coleman suggests that school systems must adapt

\\\to meet the increased needs of the students, and that this adaption

should require schools to focus on those activities which in the
..

h past have largely been ,accomplished outside of the schools Such

4

Influence
of media



adaptations, Call for reorganization of the schools into a

productive community setting which would prepare the young for

adult roles in the larger, general community. In summary, Coleman

calls for a concept of action-rich, continuous education to better

train an individual to cope with a continually changing world.

5



Activity 1

Purpose:- To fl/litate an open learning environment by introducing

) participants to one another.

Me following exercise is designed to help you get acquainted-

' with other members of the workshop. You may find that it also

help you to know yourself a little better.

-

Choose a pie.Ce of colored construction pa4r--your
preferred color--and magic markers. Write your
name--as you 1,1,15.11 to tie called by team members--

one side A the middle. Embellish your name
flowers, art work, etc. as you wish.

P right corner: -complete this sentence: "In
my essional role, the thine I do hest is

3. Top left corner: complete this sentence: "In
my professiona role, the thing I would like to
door improve my ability in

At bottom of nam6 tag: complete sentence:
"School is-a place where

5. Around name: Make orleword statements, ;a11'
ending in "ins!" describing the five.things yo0
like to do hest--not restricted to things
related to work. (For example, 'clanEtig,"
"laughing."

6. Silently greet other -team piembers and read each
Other name tans (millipn). (5 minutes)

e

6



#.
7. Choose one other team member; sit down together

and verbally share name tags. (Why did you put
the things on'your name tag that you chose to
include?) (3-5 minutes)

8. Choose one other team member (WU dyads)- -
repeat. (3-5 minutes)

Now1that your teacher has called time complete step 9

- and after everyOne has done so, share the sentences

with the rest of the group if you wish.

ti

Onfback of name tag: complete sentence: "I
learned that I

minutes)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Preface

Throughout this training package it will be necessary for

yoU to have access to a supply of newsprint (approximately 2' by 3')

or any other inexpensive paper, magic markers, tape and a writing

surface for all participants. Be sure towbecome familiar with this

entire paCkage before using it in a workshop\-or training group.
7

Prior to the wo4hop provide, prospective participants a

copy of an article relating to the Educational Environment.

Educational journals are a good source articles' Of this type.

Ask them to read the article before the workshOpand to bring it

with then to the first session
'S
at which time they will,be held

accountable for the content. The article will be the main focus

of Activity 4.

You may wish to start the workshop by handing out the page

from the participant's manual describing Activity 1--The Name Tag

exercise. Then once,the initial activity isitompleted, you

might present the introductory content pages as a way of providing

a central focus for the workshop. At this time, it would be

2PPtoPriate to mention that pages containing all cf the content

and activities will be distributed throughout the workshop for

future use by the participant as a handbook or manual.
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Activity 1

Name tag exercise

Purpose: (1) to establish a comfortle, open learning environment

(as a Career Guidance Center in a school should have)

and to bqild rapport among team members as a basis

for active, 'shared learn for the duration of this

training session.

(2) to break down barriers which may exist and facilitate

full sharing and participation.

(3) to model the process advocated for thr

Guidance Center.

You sht, d t)iepare team members for this train4r The stage

should be set so members won't be threatened. They should feel'

forced but helped to feel Comfortable by exploring and working

through sources of discomfort. You might also -heTp teamleers

process what they are learninn about themselves, how they share

with others, and how they react to others. 'kt this'point the

objective of processing is self-awareness. At'other points in the

training, the leader may reprocess these exercises to show team

members how to use then with students and school staff.

Materials needed: Magic markers, colored construction papers,

masking or scotch tape br straight pins.

L-2
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F

4.1

ft-

If participants seem to experience difficulty fi11in4 in their

name tans, you may help,them along by filling out one for'your-
,

self wyle.the participants fill theirs out.

1.7

''
4-

Note that u will need to p- 'le pieces of construction paper

to serve-as he name tags. You might want to cut the pieces. in
,

such 4'.way that th'e'are a little larger than the ordinary name
f f

tag. iSexpiNOSeSiiniiiolbe conducted in a loose manner -without

too much\s ructure. An option to steps 7 and 8 would be to ha46

participan remain standinn.

4

L- 3
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Activity 2

se: To compare your recollecticvls of the past with

the present.
r

Activity: Your.workshop leader will ask you several

II

,

questils concerning 'your envitonment when

you were YOOng. You should think &DTA

each question-as it is asked, but mia!;e no'

oral or written respose. l_ter, you woill

have a chance to share you? thoughts With

the grow).

C

8

I
P.
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Say

9

to the group:

r

.).

A

Take a' momen. s to. allow yourself to reexperience'what

your erivironmeiltliaslike'when you. You mayI

p. 1

/
find it easier to chose your eyes and just' imagine Your-

self as a child.

Can yo recall

surpddi ngs of your child
... your ome as a child
... your town or, city
... your neighborhood

Did .you` have:

..

... a radip

telWsiOn
.,. a theater in.town

(if1S0, can you recall
..any floviet vou saw)
howabout books
and magazines
and nev!spapers

was there a local library
.. a school library.
..- can you remember a teacher
,.. did yourmother work

how did you travel
.., what did .Yourschbol look like
... what did you study

I

h

Howl cone back.from your childhood recollections and

think about there same items today--hhq have they

changed?

5

r

p

1
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tam

oR

After allovinrfiye minutes of nec011ection incwhich:
ok

you may want to softly ask thh purntinnstaboye, lead

a prnup discussion comparing the cast and the resent..,
4

This is a less structured, nhre personal aoach to
the `tame purpose noted in thdhext actiyiiY

As an Otion, you may wish to forego the discussion,
.11

at this point and incorporate the cont1nt into the

nroup aiscussiop in the next activie

0

C

L-5
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Activiy. 3 /

'-

Purpose.: To further SpeCify.'te Aerences the past and

1

Airesent environment..

(.0

Instructions: Now you will.have an opprtunity to test-some of

fheassumptionspresented indthe fFeface by

) considerintthe chances wOch yOu have personall
qq

.noticeA in several elements of society. DiscuSsat

a group several of the folloinn items, noting a)

the characteristics of the item As it As related

to your life when you were a child, and b) char-
,

'adteristics of the ite' as it relates to your life

today.

1. and is

2. nedia

television

h. radio

3., paperbacks

.

v!omen wbrkinn outsidethe hpnr,

transportation

w

c. newspaper

d. manazines

a. airplane

car =

medicine

)

i. train



.

politics

school &lings

9. sc:lool curriculum,

libraries

11.

rAlaurailts

1

A

5
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Acti ity

4'
;

The purnose ofthis a tivity is to cause participants to

I ecome 'aware of the pluralism of information and informmtion-
,.

S6urctsswhich has been steadily increasing'over tine. By

_as ing participants .to examine venal items which relate
.

to t ir own lives, At is h d tha they will personalize

the need to,rc rganize orir school to better meet the needs

of the students. -

r'

1. Begin this activity'hy giving an example of what

typ6 of, discussion is required. Forinttance,

you might begin with'ancipvious comparison of the

effect television had, on yotir life as a child and

its' effect today (considering the availability

of tele4ision sets; time spent watching; types-of

programs available, etc.).

2. Following the example, encourage all participants

to share their feelings on at least one item. All

items listed need-6ot be discussed and items,not

listed nay he added.

3. .After 19 or.15 minutes of interaction, make .a list

on newsprint of the items discussed for the Ile

to groun to see. Then ask the participants to

indicate the characteristics of each item dis-

cussed were significantly better then or now.

L-6

( -#'
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SAMPLE CHART
J.

-*F

ITEM

LIBRARIV
RADIO

BETTER THEN

.7
2

s_

BETTER PLOW.

41 24-

9

4. P1 low a few minutes for dtscussion and reaction

to the results of the chart but discourage arguments

Or discussion of who is right and who is wrong.-

_The point,to emphasize whenever possible is the impact

of information pluralism- -the multitudes of media 'readily

available. You might need to contain the tendency-of-the.

group to-discuss the relative value of certain changes.

rove the group toward concluding that students often need

help more in the processing of inforMation than in acquiring

information, as in the past.



Activity 4

A packet on the subject of Edbcational Environments

most certainly discuss, at some time, the subject of testing

as well as study skills that can be effectively used in

preparing for sts, Prior to this workshop you were given

a reading a signment. The leader will now give further'

instructions for review of the reading.

11

r



Ask members to review the readinn assignment which you gavea

them prior to coming to the.session. The reading and review

should serve a dual purpose: 1) provide an actual situation to

explore teem members learning: habits, and 2) to prOvide good

information relevant to the training package and useful to

members.
,

In making the assignment to review-9e-handout, remain.

)rit ionally vague, but te14, participants they will at thisell

time e held responsible for the information in the reading

assignment. If you are asked about a test, simply mention

that an-valuation will be used. Be prepared to handle

resentment or resistance toward testing You might want. to

nee aloud ho vi students must feellin similar situations.

In actuality, when they complete the review expecting a test,

you will tell them there will be no test. Then, ask partici,

pants to discuss the following:

1. What were your feelings when you were told,
therewould be no test?

2. How did you feel about the content of the
reading assignment? Was it important to

Cyou or did 'it seem inappropriate?
3. How did your feelings affect your commit-

ment to doing a good Job' on the assignment?
4. Generate ajist of the study skills you used'

- in preparing' for the'tete.-
5. Generatea master list of all Mills used.

(As a leader you wilLrecord the master list
on the chalkboard or newsprint.)

6. Generate atlist of affective responses to
this exercise (i.e., resistance; anger;
anxious responses, etc.). '

L-8



Wrap-up Experiences

Generate a list (perhaps by brainstorming) of the

factors that affect student "learning" and emphasize

that doing so should be based on team member experi

ence's. Possible findings: 1) team members, like

students, get bored too; 2) it's more than intelli-

gence that determlow-a loreTson 'studies and learns:

Again you might stress that workshop participants'

reactions probahly resemble'what students feel in

similar situations.

L-9



Activity,5

Purpose: Define qualifications required to teach study/

learnirig skills.

Instructions: Kperson hired for the purpose of helping

students develop study/learning skills

must have certain qualifications.

1. Determine the qualifications you think a person

who works with students on study/learning skills

must have.

2. Urite a classified y to recruit this person.

3. Dycuss your aTi with the total group.

12



11ctivi ty 5

This activity inspires participants to think 6out

; qUalifications necessary to help studentgAeve op study/

learning skills. Later in the workshop yoy may went,

participants to write a new ad, compare it with the

first ad,Land determine they would qualify for the

Sob as they describe it, You m% wish to have eacbI

member write anid or break up t e group into small

task forces-.
\)'



B. Orientation

The orientation is a presentation And conceptualization

of design and approach in the workshop. You may Wish to use

this section as assigned-reiding,outside of'time set for

team.trainfng. You may choose to discuss briefly the con-

cept of an Educational Development Center, but in the

training sections that follow you will find,attention to

each of the Center functions including organization.

How you present the remainder of this orientation

section is qo to you. Choose the mode (indivitl-
,

reading, ouittde-assignment, leader comments, group

discussion, Oc.) or modes most comfortable for you.

L-11
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B. Orientation

/ Orientation is a critical first step in the training process

because it ovtdes the foundit)on for the team, members and the,4

trainer on which 'the total trag experiences will be built.

To a large extent, the'succ9s and stability of the,totalt,

experience is dependent on this function. As a person who will,

ultimately be training'others, it is important that you recognize
.,4 .

tile role of o'rientation'in training expediences you design.

Orientation has three major objectives:
6.

1. To generate your awareness,bf the stands you.are willing
. .

or not willtn to take on im ortant value issiles that im act the 7

whole area of "study /learning skills." When this awareness is

not a part of training, we often lo not understand our own

receptiveness,and resttlincesAo issues, that are-raised or skills

that are introduced later in training. Plso, at some point when

we return to put. our training into pracjit`e, we may find ourselves

in a situation which,requires us to take a position. If we have

not fully explcired,our personal,feelinns and values, and have not

learned to do so,me may feel Infused and stuck -- unable to take

needed action.

2. To model the Edutational Development Center concept and

-the teacher/student interaction advocated for the Center. The

way in which traininn experiences are e uctured and processk\

the i .raction here between learner a d trainer, and thl

responsibility given tocyoU as a "learne

jit° 13

I I are meant to model

I

Value issues

Modeling the
Center
concept



t . , , . ,
theStructufIng, procping, interact

A
and learner rwonsib4lity

t e

that should,occur in the.Center. ,A
3. To acquaint. tFie team w4th the totallearning package for

the Educati' nal Development Center. An overview of the total
.;

. .

package will giVe you a framework for connecting the differegt

pieces of training as they occur.

The. skills to be developed in thisiraining package respond

directly to needs identi'fied by students in three bastgareas:

Study/Learning Skills, Participation /Involvement Skills, and

Basic Academic Skills.

Students identified the4following specific needs:

- -To learn how to :(press my feelings better.
- -To be more effective in speaking in class and

in other groups.

--To improve my listeniqg S, ills. 4
- -To impr9ve my awareness of current events did)

social problems.
- -To improve my test takitg
--To develop learning habits and skills that I

can use throu0out life.
- -To improve wIrability to get the most out of
my study time.

- -To use my time more effectively.

`le idea for an Educational Development Center grew directly

out of the student expressed needs. The Center need not be-an

organization of comprehensive services in stud /learning skills Student
Neede

for student; coordinate 4 By a staff. A'specific staff for such Assessment,

erview of
package

Jr

a Center is not necessary. In most cases, services may be

provided and a real spirit of team work exists. This training

package intends to provide Guidance Team members With the skills

necessary to oroanize and deliver the functions tllat are a part

14
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of avcomprehensive

generallY into two

Edimational -Development Center.

of the Educational: Development Center fall
k r ,

4

categdries: direct services to students and

the indirectservice needed to ake the direct services possible

or more effective. Althollugh t 6 functfons are described separately

it is impoetint for the dance.Team member to-appreciate their .

interdepeOdencedand their complementary nature. To demonstrate

this, the .nter concept is virlly represented as a cir'Oe._

T func onS 4A,L organized according to the Career cldance

fr

Process model.-

4

fig
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'CAREER GUIDAr CE PROCESSES MODEL:
7

EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER.FUNCTIONS

(r.
On-Call/Responsive Services

Problem Solving
Assessment

Curriculum -Based Content &
Strategies

Interaction and Learning
,Infusion

note-taking
effective reading

Mini-codrse or Special
Acti.4ties
--Time utilization

test taking
understanding Iireatons
attentiveness

Skj1l 1`s

assertiveness
listening

'speaking
participating

IndAvidppl Development
Respolikibility

tutoring
pucational Planning

System Support Services

Center Organization /Development*
Staff Development
racilitylDevelopment
Environmental Appraisal

on



Actiy
r
tv'6

.

Piirpote: To recognize the importance of creating a prpductive
el

and positive educational environment.
)

Jenstrilatons: Listed below are several areas (int61.es0 and

9
/

concerns) that may Ve afoCus witle0g4tchools.

Rank order Aor place into.priorityileveIs high,

medium, low) each 0),these isedon ty)w you see

them emphasized presently in-your stifool..

S-2

"

e

'Study skills laboratory
Effective r4oding
Interpersonyl skillg
Tutorial services .

Tradit4onal coticsellpg
°Teachln traiittipnal curricufum areas
Supervi *16 lunch room

-
n-:ter. ice training-
nnovative curriculum
!eerfs assessment

(

earning skills such as note-taking
6 test-taking

f

p e oriented sports
Extracurricular clubg mil organizations

,... Sttdent's exnressive skills--speVtn,
etc.

17
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91,

-.Activity 6;
v4%.,

-When participants have rank ordered the list you ight

Nr
ask them to also note and order any areas of focus not found

on the list. Your:4 follow- discussion should focus on:

t: What have you found' to he th6otrongest.
,

emphasis in yomrschool?

2. If the areas ered in this packet are

- -low priority can You foresee ways to

Chan e this?

3. How i success in the classroom related

'to areas covered in this packet?

g

Youimay giant to %spend, a few minutes discussinn the

iMpact of our priorities on

allowing students to become

the educational environment. fly

moretuccessfOlearne'rs v can

increae the positive and productive atmosphere of the educational

environment.
(

L-ll



The design and functions of an Educational Oevelopment

Center are presented here in an order most useful for center

inplenentation. Beqinhing with assessment;, the first step in any

program, we move to a discussion of direct services in the school

and finally to the,support services needed to complete the center.

<LSenter development is the function described last because it responds

to all of the other funciOns,by.training staff to provide the

functions. !Jnderstanding_the basic concept and skills for each

function will better enable you to direct further center develop-

ment. Ifter orieptatiWis completed,, your traininn experience

for each center function will follow the same logical order, so

that wu mav appreciate, the Mtedependence of the functions and

mayhuild oh tne-conte6t and skillS devoloped'in nreteding activi-

ties.. The !act training expeHence will give you an opportunity

41 ito put the total ctmter concept together apa)n (after look k-i-hg at

the- separate pieces), to consider ways-to organi,7in the center, and

to look for resources in your schooi setting. in short, the total

training ',.)rovide4. oackaon oronro:., in the following

I. nrinnti,on (you 31° orw1.1) voo
introcinction H; .flincni)t ood

,vervie+4 of 'io,2 ;-,r;linmn oxpor),Tii:e.
II. raininn in ( enter .Cn.lci;ens.-to, qivn you

under.Janciln-1 of eacil 1Pift.Pr f!in,,tinn and
the inter(lopon,Innr Inonn inieyhon

TiT. Hvo an epHnoinitv
to ornan p!,,.i,ure for von
';[:hool setting or(i to rlat'f- plow;
jrF ir'Inlnfl(ntif A vi,H1, lo Yom.

our ,,chnel



The speCific functions.of the center are briefly outlined

here to provide an overview of the main focal points to be covered

in later sections of this manual.

Assessment is the first step and is a ineans of defining

present heeds or deficiencies as well'as strengths and resources.

As described earlier, students' needs in this area tend to cluster
b

around such broad constructs as Participative/Involvement Skills,

and Study/Life Long Learning Skills. The assessment task involves

the identification (1) of basic problems, (2) of possible causes,

and t3) potential solutions. The intervention strategies of the

center staff are derived from "problem" analysis, for individuals

as well as groups. The assessment function most likely will tend

to identify and work with specific problems which individual

students arc confronting. One such area is that of achievement

problems or study/learninn difficulties.

The "real problem" may not necessarily be the student's

problem alone. There are at least three basic root causes for

specific "study /learning problems." One may he the teacher's

stye If the telcher is dninn an inadequate job, probably many

of the students will experience difficulty,' In most cases,

however, the reacher is connetent, and this problem may simply

reflect a conflict in the particular style of "teaching" and

the student's stye of "ir-,-ninn," Another source of difficulty'

May be the tool utilized to measure the student's'learning. Some

students learn well, but do not take tests-well Other students

respond differently to various types of tests, A third source of

19
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prohlems may in fact be a result of the student's poor itu

habits. At any rate, the-function of assesiMent is to determine to

dat.extent the Cause of the "problem" has roots in the above

sources and to identify alternative intervention ttrategies.

s-

Tutoringis individual instruCtion,-intense coaching, skill

building, or remedial work for studentswho'have a problem in a
w.

particular subject. Tutoring sheulli-ng he confused with special

education for students with serious Lear ino disabilities that

handicap their ability to learn in general. Tutoring may be more

effective, and certainly is easier to staff, if peer tutors are

utilized whenever possible. In such beer proqrams,professional

staff may serve as supportive counsel for special problems.

IndividuAl Skills Developmentrefers to actually training

the student in participative and involvement skills, and in study/

learning skills that will,se*Vehim/ber throughout life. The

emphasis on' life time skills as opposed to school only skills

important. For example; students need to learn how to

research information for ..an election issue or for a consumer
. .

5

:Purchase, or for occupationM re-training, change or advancement.
,

The development.of interaction Skills and learning skills are the

two target outcome areas of this center function. The outline

.below provides a detailed perspecttve of the two areas of desired

outcoMes.

Interaction Skills

a assertiveness
b attentivenessasking questions

listening

20
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Learning Skills

a) note taking (in classs on the job)
b) time utilization (scheduling time, setting

priorities, evaluating, what's important in
terms 'of both personal needs and priorities,

of teacher/boss, identifying stresses and
needs that unnecessarily consume time and
energy) -"

c) effective reading
1

d) test taking (scheduling time, organizing
thoughts, reducing wordiness, selecting
a systematic process for going thrpugh
the test)

e).understandinq directions

(

(Problem solvino-7assistance is provided through short-term

ften one-shot) interactions of center staff with students who

have an immediate crisis. (For example, a student studying for a

big chemistry exam becomes excessively anxious and needs a tension

release.) The Center should have 'the capability of easil and

quickly linking a student with someone who is willing and able

to.respond with help regardless 9f the nature of the crisis.

Educational Planning--is the. function which might tradi-

tionally be termed Advisement. Advisement is not used here because

it connotes telling someone what you think'he/she should do. The

tern Hanging, on the other hand,-focuses on the process of students

clarify what they ',ant and helping them; net in touch witft their own

resources an. strPnoths for achieving goals. The assumption here

is that each individual the best Source of answers to questions

concerning Personal ,:!ants and needs.. Thus, the planninc0function

of the center involves a process of helping to clarify when there

is conf6sign and helinino to move when there is the feeling of stasis

21
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or talemale. 'Systematic meetings for planning purposes are-not

intended to take from the student the opportuniity'to. make decisions,

but are intended to imp ove student decision- matting skills. Educa-

tional planning is the process of helping indiviudal students

clarify what each wants from school, what, directions he wants to

pursue and ,how each i s profTessinn, but i t is hot just a service

to students with problems. 'An exemplary planning program is

available to and should reach out to all students. It exists to

help all students map out their academic careers, to provide

support inLpursuinq a chosen directibn, and to provide feedback

to the student on prooresS,and possible alternative courses of

action.

Environmental Appraisal -- involves c, -)us assessment of

the sthool's learning environment. The prif,,,pte task is tO

identify the more indirect types o influences on student learning

and involvement.

Centr Organization and Development--is the critical support

service all other Center functions. Center Development covers

the follo6ing training services:.

Training of Center Staff (inrluding student

staff) io carry out alj Center functions (assessment,

tutoring, etc.). It involves initial training and

continuous skill upgrading.

2. Assistance to staff in handling difficult

problems. If a staff mgmher feels uncomfortable-with

2W,
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a

Y.

his ability to respond to a special problem presented

by a student, he/she may request assistance from training

staff. Training staff may use the situation to accomplish

(two objectives: 1) helping the student and 2) on-the-spot

-training for the staff person seekingassistance.

Training teachers and other schoOl personnel

(who are not official members of the Center staff) in more

effectivd ways to help students learn. Skill ar a

include:

a) Identifying learning problems

h) Tutoring skills

c) Creating a Learning environment

11) qloing'creative
9
assignments;

allowing students to tailor assignments
to personal need and interests.

(2)-Building on student strengths;
recognizing what a student
and finding opportunities for him to
exercise his skill.

(3) Attending to physical environment
class room seating, lighting, colors,
distractive noise, aesthetic quality,
organization.

(.) Improving classroom management--open
communicationhow te_respond to
accurate, inaccurate and contaminated
responses--utilizing task groups
(maximizing involvement), grading.

;) Giving positive messages abettt learni
encouragement as opposed to,discour
ment. (An accurate running tally r

one day might reveal an exceWvely high
number of times when-we respond nega-
tively to students and a surprisingly
low number of times- when we respond
positive.y and are supportive toward
students.)

23
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4. Programessment involves monitoring the

effectiveness of the Center, through two basic processes: -,

Process Monitoring--Counting the number of studenti

served, the kinds of problems presented, and the involvement

of staff, the types of program activities. It also includes

monitoring problems of running the Center (e.g., problems in

acquiring staff, problems in support from "administration.).

Impact [valuation -- Pleasuring the change in study/

*Ilearning problems as a result of Center activities. Also,

this assessment activity focuses on indirect evidence of

increased learning and involvement and other unanticipated

side effects of Center activities.

24
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II. ASSESSMENT

Simply stated, assessment is fimdinn out (1) where groups

or individuals are in terms of achievement levels and skill

Apvelopmen,t; (2) the.effeCe ,or,Wpact-of school fnd teacher

strategies on students; (3) the probleMareas of group or indi7

viual performance. Typichlly we have used pencil and paper

tests to make assessments. These are useful for measuring content

. area mastery or skills such as reading. Also school specialists,

consultanP110, related resources are LI5PPPY .4Y0101P, for this. Identifying
general

type of assessment. This module-uses assessment as a procedure educational
problems

for finding out. about and defining more general problems within

the educational environment, Some of these problems might be

characterized as student inattentiveness, inappropriate behavior,

inadequate study skills, or deficits in social skills. The

activities are desgined to enable you to determine the causes

behind problem cues and todefine potehtial methods for handl:

such problems.

8
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'i.Otivity 7

Purpose: To enable you to assess the present-situation, isolate

possible causes for a problem, and formulate alternative

'selut*Ions.

'1
Instructions: One of your classes is generally inattentive,

noisy, talkative and restless.

1. Define the student cues yob-will observe and

on which you will base your opinion.

2. List possible causes for this problem.

3. List proposed bhanae\or solutions in c

actvities, format, or content.

When, have completed the activity, share your opinions in a

group discussion.

26
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rictivity 7
* ,

The causes you mig!lt suggest for individual or grim!) in-

attentiveness might fall under tree categories:

1. Personal

2. Social

3. "xademic

Dcvink ,ith Participants chances idthin the classroom

might alleviate prohlems'stemminn f ,n one of thosa

three areas an,' taking tie form of "inattentiveness."

O
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4

Purpose: To corn

c

44.

P.cti vi tv' P,

'ist material

for asseerit of problems in your school.
w-
jnstructions: Compile a list of assessment resources in

your school. Be sure to consider traditional

assessment tools, as iell as innoytive

measures and resource people.

r
J
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Activity,

Tiptisactivity might 4 completed array from the workshop
21

as an assignment for Participants to poll-or inventory individuals

and resources for assessment in their schools. Mien the lists

are broughtfto the workshop Allow members to discuss varying

resources. This might he done in small groups or in one large

group. An assessment, evaluation and measurement snecialist,

or a' behavior r r Might he asked to attend this session and

suggest alter tivrs to the group'for classroom adaptation.

C



III. fUTOOING-

ik
As ,one method of handlintprobiems, tutoring provides intense

,

. coaching, skill building, and remedial work for any student whq

experiences difficulty in a particular,subject,<Tutoring should

not be confused with special education'fOr students with serious

learning disabilities that handicap their ability to learn in4

general Neither should it, be confusedwitWthe process of helPin6/

a stude t get over being "stuck" in understanding a concept or

working a problem. tutoring may be more effective an certain)y

is easier, if peer tutors and volunteers are.utilized and given

special recognition whenever possible.. Professional staff can
/' J

serve as back-up for special problems and should be:aVailable for

regular cohtultatioith tutors:.

One of the first questions to be answered before building an

A. elaborate tutoring program is whether it is needed. This is most

easily determ by collecting data. Some possible subjects for
/-

data collection are pote0elow. You may wish to work on others

or develop these further.

a) determine for an entire'student group (gAide
level, curriculum area, or all students who

4 fall within a certain range on ability tests,
etc.) or some sample of the above group, how
many are eit er doing .unusually poor work or
Jailing one two. subjects.

b) conact a student survey listing curricular
areas and ask students to(indiclle tho'se for

ch they would appreciate tutoring help.
c). t a faculty meeting ask teachers to write

e names of three students in, their clW
ho they feel could profit.from tutoring.

-e
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These examples are by no means exhaustive. If you find that,'
A

a5tutoring program could be beneficial in your sitution,.infor-

mation you gather to determihe need.for a tutoring program,coOld

/alto'be utilised as a basis for deVeloping ication

process. The first'determination to make c method of

selecting tutors would be beSt in".each particular sch setting.

Once the method of tutor selectibneis established, then a means

by which persohs to be tutored may'be seleCted must be determfned.

One question to conSider is whether your tutoring programs will
\

,

3

accept only 5elf-referrals or if teacher-referrals will be

considered.' What students will qualify and which of these will
9

have priority must also be deefned.

powlet' consider the possible resources available to a

tutoring program. One of the most common Patterns used, peer

tutoring; utilizes students for the task of helping classmates.

These tutors may vOunteerfat belselected by tudents and/or

teachers. Some schools havepermitted class time for s ch
0

tutoring. Citizen volunteers can be located through P A sir other

sery)ice groups. Of particular value would he senior citizen

volunteers, as benefits would be evident for students as well, s

tutors. Still another resourcefor staffing is the faculty. This

callt for definite availability, of teachers at times when students

in need of tutoring may be available, and it often presents

difficulty because of scheduling prohlems.

29
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V

YOU KNOW, THESE

"TUTOONG SESION.S ARE.
MAKING MY DAY. A
LOT BRIGI-ITEFki-roo.

Iwo

Whatever the resource for staffing, the tutorial 1pgram

tP'ining will have to he designed to help tutors relate effec-

tively to" assigned students. Some schools take an "eithe

approach providing either on the job or a series-of fo

preservice programs. The planned combination of both

might prove, even more effective. The Preservice programs may

help reduce the anxiety of the tutor-to-be by-helping him /her"

develop skill and self-confidence.

0
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resources
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B. Tutoring

Ito

Before exposing your group to the examples in the narrative

you may wish to,'have°a general open team discusstomabout their

perceived need for an organized tutoring Program.

The next step would be to divide the group int6 smalier

task forces and suggest that each develop'a list of supporting'

evidence in the left column of a sheet of newsprint 4..d in the

right column indicate how they could collect additional

supportive data from their work situation.

lad
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Activity 9 .

Purpose: To design a tutoring program.

Instructions: Read the following checklists and select one or

more 'alternatives under each concern. Your choices

should be selections appropriate to the needs of

your school.

Population of Tutors

Students at large
Fatuity,

Students with certain grade averager
Interested parents
Other (specify)

2. Criteria for Tutor Selection

Previous experience
Hours available
Grades
Popularity
Other (specify)

3. Recruitment of Tutors

School newspaper
Morning announcements
Bulletin Board'
Meminations
Volunteers
Other (specify)

4. Skills Training

Pre-iervice training-
In-class units
Modeling
Role-playing
On-the-job
Other (specify)

31
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. Issues"for Program Integration ^-/

ji
Who ts,respontible for tutors?
Whetrwf)1 tutoring occur?

e

Where will it occur?, 40/
Who wfll train? 4
HoW-Will-yarMatth'tlitor/student3.
Other (specify)

Your answers to item 5 should be spectfic. These questions

might form the basis Of your program.

32
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Activity 9,

Divide the 1* group into triads.. Allow each itifad to

daign a tultoring program based on their res'ponses° to the five

items. Triads should then exchange ritten plans for evaluation

by a second triad. This gValtiationimiglit take the .form of

written suggestions or verbal discussion in the reconvened

l'arge group.,

wo
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IV. INDIVIDUAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

This function is concerned with actually training the student

in individual skills that will be useful throughout his/her life.

The emphasit. on life dye skills as opposed to specific school

,-
skills is important.- For example, while a student needs to le(iFti

how to research information for &term paper, he/she also needs

to learn how to research information on an election issue. ,

Individual skills deVelopMent is presented here in two, phases;

Interaction SkilWand Learning Skills.

Interaction Skills include; Learning Skills include:

1. Assertiveness

2. Attentiveness

3. Liste0Kg

1. Note taking

2. Time utilization

3, Effeetive reading

- 4. Test taking

-5. Under;tanding
44-

These skills were identified as areas:qr, de ired improvement

5'by students in Grades 7 throdgh 12 participatin in the 1975
.f

Georg' tareer)Guilance Project. Students are..concerned about
a

improving their individual Mils.. However, the desire to

improve,is often not sufficient. 'Even knowledge of help resources

is not sufficient. Students need systematic exposure.to efficient

individual learnin lls; they need to observe these skills

making a difference and they need to practice and receive feed-
!,

back regarding their application of these skills. We can no

33
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longer assume that students/who are not succeedinrimply lack

abylity, interest, or persistence. Students want to participate

more effectively in their present environment--The Educational

Environment.
"=.

The exercises and assignments that are inluded as training

in this function are designed to acquaint team members with issues

and skills involved in individual skills development, 'crhe

increased awareness of the development41 processes inv tved-in

acquiring these skills should provide a foundation for improved

understanding and cqmmuntcation with students.

You as well as students should understand that in many

''eases there is no one:way to interact, prepare for a test, read,..
r

individual skill. More` often

than not what is most helpful is .tonspire awareness of and

.imprOvement in learning skills. T t requires that teacher and

' counselor alike'foctis not on theo ies of learning but on indi-

vidual student's. personal wayslpf learning. As you work with

the activities think of resources that are available to assist

students in these individual skill area:)and ways you might

adapt these resources to fit the individual learning styles, and

needs of partfcular studen s.

34
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A. Interaction Skills

A problemcfrequently mentioned by students is their inability

'to get linvol d in cfass. Since students wha liptively participate'''
i

are more lik Ty to let s, it is important io'address thisasm ,

possible study/learning-Problem.

In -sane cases, student involvement is limited because the
. ,

,

teacher does not encourage it, and in fact may discourage it

While such a teacher-centered problem is of concern to the

Educational Development Center staff, it is not t e particular

pr tem addressed in these Anteraction'exercises.),Instead,
4

. '..

es hex Cises will focus on student-centered problems, where

lack of st dent partici ation is a result of the students§ fear,

.arxiey,orlack of ass rtivenets. Since these are basically

problems related to interaction, they carry over outside the

classroom and often -are manifested in'relationshipt with parents

and-other individuals.

The interaction skills materials which follow are organized

into the areas of: (1) assertiveness; (2) attentiveness; and

(3) listening.

a
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1. Assertveness

J

r

Socialization and our way of life tend to cultivate conflicting

ways of behaving with individuals around us. What is "recommended"

behavior according to ideals, values, and mores is not always

Irr.ewarciled" behavior in interpertonpl interacjems. While modesty,

poqteness, diplomacy, and tact are valued ayirtues, individuals,

who replace tfiesesath what might be termed competitiveness and

aggression seem to be respected also. Yet if_polite restraint

precludes'an individual's freedom to communicate or behave in a

'way appropriate for the rights of this individual, or if.agglr-

...'siveness in communication and behavior infringes on the rights of

other individuals involved, neither party is able'to achieve

appropriate and rewarding interpersonal relationships. An indi-
,

vidual needs. to couple freedom of choice in his or her own behavior

with an exercise of self-control indicating respect for someone

else. As Robert Albenti and Michael Emmons (1975) have noted,

"This freedom of choice and exercise of self-control is made

possi,, ,! by the de.velopment of assertive responses for situations

which have previosly produced anxiety-based non-assertive or

aggr sive 4,7havior." At the core of assertion resides the

assertion that each individ 1.has the right to be and to expres
A ,c

himself or herself wi hout f elinq guilt as long as the process does

not infringe on the righi*of others. Assertion then, according

Jakubowski-Spector (1973)) is standing up for oneself in such a

way that one does not violate the basic rights of another. It is

36



a direct, onest, and appropriate expression of one's feelings

and opinions based on an attitude that is characterized as non-

judgmental, considerate,.'6f, Ole _other's view, will ing to compromise

without loss of integrity, and a two-way respect between the

individuals involved. .\

On the other hand, nonissertion is failing to stand up for

oneself or standing up for oneself in such an ineffectual manner,

that one's rights are easily violated., . According to Jakubowski
p,

this frequently involves self-effacing verbatrzation, double

messages, and multiple excuses rather than brief explanations.

At worst, he nonassertive individual simply says and does nothing

as do many students. The opposite extreme, aggression, is standing

p for oneself 'in, such a way that the rights of the other person

violated in the process.',This is usually an attempt to control,

punish, or hunEjl iete =thej other person and frequently is a dishonest

cover-up of real feelings.
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Given Apse distinct differences in assertion, nonassertipn,,x

and aggression, why is as,ertion more'desirable? Primarily because

It'Creates self-respect and increases the probability that an

individual's needs will be met. It serves to establish lines of

communication,.sets up rules of fair play for that communication,

a d establiihes the limits of,the individual's rights in that

communication; P

Assertidn then is verbal, but like any verbal statement it

may take a variety of forms dependington the situations.1

Empathic Assertion

/
-,

-P----L

This type of assertion involvesmaldng a statement that has
I

two-parts: a) conveying recognition of the other-person's situ-

ation or feelings; b) expressing your own thoughts and observations.

Example: (1) "I know you are upset because of the basketball team's

loss last night, but I think you should help us complete our team

project (2) "I know are tired because you worked hard today,)

but I tnk you should help prepare supper because I am tired also.'

Confrontive Assertion

This is used when the other person's words contradict his or

her deeds. This type of assertion involves three parts: a)

recalling what the other person said he or she would do; b)

objectively describing what the other person actually did do;

1These types of asseAive/responses were suggested in an
Assertive Training Workshop presented by P. Ilakubowski at the
Georgia Center for Continuing Education, JanUary, 1976.
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c) expressing what you'd like to see happen or what you.want.

Example: When I talked with you last, you promised me a raise--

which I didn't receive in this.month's paycheck. Because you

promised it, i would-really like that raise as -soon as possible.

o

Language Assertion
1

.,

.
I

This type of ass'e'rtion is palitticularly useful for assertively
. /

,

expressing difficult negative feelings. jt involves ,a four-part

statement:

I feel...(describe your feelings)

when....(describe the other person's behavior on the situation)

because...(describe how the other person's behavior concretel
effects you or your life)

I'd'prefer...(describe what you would like or want)'

Example: I feel angry when you do not take,out the garbage becau$

then I have to take care of it. I'd refer that you do the chores

we agreed upon.
t

Escalating Assertion

r alating assertion involves starting with a "minimal"

assertive statement thpt can usually accomplish your goal with a

minimum of effort and Yeas a small possibility of getting a negative

reaction from the of person. When the other person fails to

respond and ignores your ssertion, you gradmilly escalate the

assertion and become increasirfgly firm.

39
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Example: You wish to return a shirt which does not fit, but
the salesderson repeatedly refuses to accept the
return.

1st statement: This shirt does fot fit so I would like o return
it please.

2nd statement: You donot poste my store nolicy'atn, allowing
merchandise retu ns, so I would likes return
this.

3rd statement: If you will not accept the return I would like to
see the manager.

Needless to say in this last type of assertion as in the

other types voice quality, facial expressions, and body language,
,

are as. important as word choice. In other words, an individual '4 Assertive,
words and

must be assertive not only in words, but in actions. \--TM,.compo- actions
OP*

nents of assertive behavior include eye contact with ,the person

to whom you are speaking; erect body posture in which you stand

or sit straight, facing the other person; hand, arm, or head

gestures to emphasize your feelings; facial expressions appro-

.'
priate to the message you are communicating; and appropriate

voice tone, inflection, and volOme. An assertiAe verbalization

is not whispered with head bowed in an unassertive manner nor

is it angrily shouted with arms swinging in an aggressive way.

Direc,h,,ss, honesty, and openness are the keys in both verbal

and'body-language assertiveness.
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Activity 10

Purpose: to encourage honest presentation of one's self

and one's personal characteristics.

Instructions: Write,on a piece of paper:
/ I

1C Your name.

2. The personal characteristicyou like most
about yourself.

3. A list of situations (places, roles'',
events, etc.) in-which you are usually
a) aggressive
b) assertive
c) non-assertive

4. The life area in which you desire to be
more assertive rather than nonassertive

aggressive

Individuals in each group should then discuss with one another

what they have written.

4,4
41
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Activity 10

In this exercise you should simply break the

large group into smaller groups anicirculate among

them. Reconvene the large group for a summary

discussion. g"

.41.
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Activity 11

\
Purpose: to assess individual.n for assertiveness training.

Instructions: All individuals should complete the following

"assertiveness quotient" questionnaire. Use the

following scale to indicate how comfortable you

are with eattl'fr:

1. makes me yeti uncomfortable.

feel moderately comfortable.

3. 1. am very comfortable with this.

AQ Test

Assertive Behaviors

*Speaking up and asking questionS at a meeting
*Cementing about being interrupted by a Oer,son

directly to him/her at the moment he/she
interrupts you

*Stating your views to a female authority'figure,(e.g.;' minister,
boss, therapist, mother)

*Attempting to offer solutions and elaborating
on them when there are: of the opposite
sex present

Your Body

*Entering and exiting a room where men are present 'la'*Entering and exiting a room where women arepresent
*Speaking in front of a group
*Maintaining eye contact, keeping you head upright,

and leaning forward when in a personal
conversation
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Your Mind,

Going out with a group of friends when you areal&
ig the only one without a "partner"

*Being especially competent, using your authority
and/or power without 10eling yourself as
implilite, bossy, aggressive, or parental

*Requesting expected service when you haven't
received -t' (e.g. in a restaurant or a
store)

Apology

,Being expected to apologize for something and
not apologizing since you feel you are right

*Requesting the return of borrowed items with-
out being apologetic'

Compliments, CriticismL and Rejection_

*Receiving a compliment by saying sOmet4ng
aslOrtive to ackn6ge that you ipree'with

\the person complimenting you
*Accepting a rejection
*Discussing another person's criticism pf you

openly with that person
*Telling someone that she/he is doing something

that is bothering you

Saying "

*Re
\\

fuR4ng to get coffee for others or to take
.,:noL.es at a meeting

*Saying "no "- -ref sing to do a favor when you
really don't I like it

*Turning down a request for a meeting

Manipulation and Counter- Manipulation

*Telling a person when you think she/he is
manipulating you -ea'

*Commenting to a person who has made a

--' patronizing remark to you

43
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Sensuality

*Telling a prospective lover about your physical
attraction to him/her before any such state-
ments are made to you

*Initiating sex with your partner
*Expressing enjoyment of an art show or concert

in spite o others' reactions
*Asking for dTfectio

Anger

*Express((ng anger directly and honestly when pp
feel angry

*Arguing with another person

Humor

*TeJling a joke
*Listening to a friend tell a story about

something embarrassing, but funny, that
you have done

*Responding with humorato someone's put-
down of you or of someAe else

Children.

*Disciplining your own chldren
*Disciplining other* children
*Explaininn the facts of life to your

chit

@Copp/right 1970,_1974 by Impact. From Your Perfect
Right by RoHrt E. Alberti, Ph. D. and "lichael L: Emmons, Ph. D.
San Luis Obispo, CA: Impact nuhlishers, Inc. P.enroduced with
the permission of the authors and th,p4litipsher. '1vailable from
the publi,;hers, p:IfooLick, (,/1.0 had cover.
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Activity 11

Discussion should focus on those items which

make participants feel "very uncomfortable!' Lead

them into a discussion of why these are sensitive

areas and how one might become More comfortable

in these areas.



i'

Purpose: to provide experience in responding assertively.

Instructions: Read the list of role-playing situations that

follow and choose 1, 2, or 3 to role-play.

Use one of the four types of assertive

responses discussed earlier; empathi

confrontive, language, or escalating.

nh)1. Your husband was supposed to be home for di er by 6:00

but returns after 10:00 saying he had to work late. Person A

is the displaced, assertive wife. Person B is the indignant

husband.

2. As you leave a store after purchasing an item, you find

you have been overcharge 75¢. Person A--customer; Person B --

salesperson unwilling to admit mistake.

3. You have weekend plans that have been made for months

but hear from your principal on Thursday that he wants you to

work ,...-!registrat'on this Friday night and Saturday. Person A --

teacher who intends to keep weekend plans; Person B--principal

who needs weekend worker.

4. You have made an error in your semester's attendance

report which the department head catches and sarcas4Fally

, criticizes you for. PC, 3011 Aoffended teacher; Person [ --

unfair department head.
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5. A studeht has r orted late for counseling sessions

consistently for 3 weeks. He provides the counselor no expla-

nation and inconveniences that counselor by runninOintOthe,

coUnselolA's luRch break: rson A--fed up counselor; Person B--

cctplacement student.

6. In an in-service train workshop, the levier is
'

discussing aggressive b for in students, buD fails to define

what/she means by agggipsion. Perosn A--workshop participant

who asks for clarification; Person B--workshop leader.

7. You are nterested in a date with a person of the

opposite sex whom you have talkei with several times on coffee

break. Person Awanting a-date; Person B--too busy to date.

ij

8. You are not interested in dating someone of the opiposite

sex who is asking you out for the'third time. Person A--interested

in him/her; Person B--not interested in him/her.

9. You are attending a large meting in a small room with

poor ventilation. The man next to you is smoking a cigar and the

smoke is offensive to you. Person A--healthy non-smoker;

Person B--smoker, alas.

10. Your parents want you home for Thanksgiving but you

want to go skiing. Person A--skiier soon to be family blacksheep;

Person R--hurt parent.
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Activity 12

Ask partiC4ants to divide into dyads. Each'dyad

should read the list of role-playin4 situations and each

set of partners should chooke 1, 2, or 3 (dependi0 on

time limitations) to role-plaY\with one another aing

one of(the four types of assertive responses discussed

earliti:; empathetic, confrontive, 1\anguage,or escalating.
rx

You should circulate among groups giv,hg feedback on

assertive resObnses.

Whew all dyads have role-played their chosen
(,

situations, 'ssemble the group, ask participants to

suggest which of the situations seems most diffiuclt,

pfd thencwith one volunteer you should model appropriate

I

assertive esponses for this problem situation.

L-18
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Activity 13

The folllowing exercise is designed to facilitate

discrimination among common examples of assertive,

aggressiveor nonassertive responses. You should

complete thevexercise in 10 minutes and then discuss

your answers with the large group.
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Activity 13

DISCRIMINATION EXERCISE

Directions: Read each of the,following si uations and its responses.
Under "type" write As if you think the

igiiOniseis assertive; Riff you ',link it i aggressive; Na if you think itjOs nonassertive."

Situation

1. The bus, is crowded with high school

students who are talking to their

friends. You want to get off but no

one pays attention when you say "#t

please," Finally you say,

Response

What is the matter with you kids? I'm

supposed to get off at the xt corner!

T e Comment

S

2. .Someone asks).for a ride home, It I am pressed for time to

inconvenient because you're late, hAe you to a convenient bus

a few errands, and the. drive will take be able to take you home.
you out of your way,

and can take

but I won't

3. Kids upstairs are making 4lot of noise Hey you Knock off the noise,
Y bans on the ceilin add ell

ch

ns to vacation together are abruptly This has really taken me by surprise, I'd

ed by a friend and reported to you like to call you back after I've had some
on the phone. You respond,

time to digest what's happened.

5. A friend promised to come to a special

party and then failed to fpow up,) You

call and sa

6. A friend has consistently borrowed

food items. You finally get tired

of the borrowing and say

I'm really annoyed. You said you were

coming but didn't, What happened to you?

7. , Loud stereo upstairs is disturbing you.,

You call and say,

/
1

m sorry but 1..ah,havenTbeen iiro ery shopping

is week and..ah..I cin't haveiany egg
/
and I

do 't know when I will. 4

Hello live .downstairs. *r stereo is loud,

Would ou please turn it down?



Situation

!r-

8. .Par t is talking with an older married

. chil on the phone, The parent would

like e cyld to come for a visitA

and says

Response.

)

You're neveravailgle when I need you. All you

ever think abbut is yourself.

Type Comment

a

9,' Wife tells husband she'd like to return

to school( He doesn't want her to do,

this and says,

4

Why would you want to do that! You know you,

won't be able to handle the extra work lok!

it

Situations taken tfrom Lange, A. and Jakubwskil P, tion Training: Co nitive-Behavioral Procedures- Trai s

Champaign, Illinois: Research Press, 1976 (February).
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Activity 13

4

)

Discus* each situation Ming-for youp 411.Y411

who tailed each response Issertivol nonsottorilivol or

aggressive, Here YOU might again stress the iiportanee

of mst* MI or body language.

V

W-iptional Getty to o OlfwoOld be to ask

PorticIpenti tdevoiorasts orOupssimilar chart of

titustidns anditesponswfar'uie with secondary school'

students..

g"
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2. Attentiveness

Attentiveness, often considered a synonym for concentration,

might be more completely defined as directing one's attention to

a particular source stimulus or set of stimuli: Many educators

think,thttentiveness isassocilited with order in the.classroOm.

Although individuals who ire attentive de,Vote energy and awarenes.:-..;

to a central stimulUS'rather',than. to internal.cues or distracting.-

peope and events:, silence and standardization ofb6havior. or

appe nce are not necessarily evidence of attentive students.
,

Similarly, the rigid posture, fi4d gaze, tense appearance, and

unrelaxed manner many of us associate with 1ttenttOness, do not

necessarily Characterize all attentive individuals. While one

person may atteifidoeasiest by sitting erect, :limbs tense and eyes

,

-glued on:the object for uhservation, another individual may

concentrate most effectively in a slouched position, staring at

a hand idly doodling on a piece of nearby in short,
1

attentiveness,, like all extrnal signs of internal p,roc

varier h individual who e:-Igalo-in it, is mordthana

variable,physical appeaxan, 61:11nflyens reitiinese mental or

emotional "co76trie.nt" to c,orrl,T;thl i n 01,enk,ornment More

than simpl2i.

ultimately larr.in

"imiolvement"

ttentiveness
defined

r-14' Otjye o'rocessing and.

inherently

bound to the ch;iracLci he<.77\

External sign
of an
Internal
process

41.
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clas'sroom Pr office enviroftent influences--positively or

negatively--attentivgnest, For this reasort the following exercises'

focus on how to inereas pptivation'by controlling or altering the

environment that influences attentiveness.

V

4

0
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Activity 14

Purpose: to identify behaviors that ingi,cate attentiveness'

Instructions: In your total wrkshop group brainstorm a list

of student behaviors that exemplify attentive-

ness. When you have completed this, brainstorm

a list of ways to inspire such attentiveness.

52
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Activity 14

Each of these two brainstorming sessions should

be limited to ten minutes. Your summary comments

ght include how to use to "ways" listeein part B

to elicit the behaviors doted in part A.

loptional activity is ;!) ask_the particijants

to develop and discuss a list of behavioral descriptions

concerning attentiveness in the following situations:

1. Students in a typical class
s.

2. Teachers in a typical faculty meeting

3. Teachers in a typicif workshop or in-
service session.

0

Look for common denominators.

( L -20.



Activity 15

Purpose: to expetience an-environmenigichange which facilitates

attentiveness.
st

Instructions: Using your imagination,, ingenuity, and props

provided by the leader, work as a group to alter

the workshop environment in such a way that

attentivenesdill be easier for you after the

changes.

53
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Activity 15,

.A minimum (or'ab_sence)-Of leader direction is

recommended here. You should have compiled for this

session a 'set of props inOmiiitg canlles, posters,

paper, magic markers, old pillows, records or

-
cassette(s> and Olayer; incense or other 'imaginative

material. When the group has completed its alteration,

use the new environment asthe setting for a disussion

about Ow to adapt such i activity, for classroom use.

If theoroup is, parOla 1??''esistant to or uncom-
.

fOrtable with this acti ity, you mfght focus your

summary remarks' on why. jt should or should.noy)e

used in the'classroom. You can expect a typical

"lb.ctingeresponev "Our principal would never allow

Mik, 1

and a4e0tAtACt;judlhentally::-
,

-

111

-21'

ot.1"-.

f
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3. Listening

Although the term "listening" connotes for many, peTe a

passive role in which one person recehmes the sound patterns
.

from another person or object, listening is a very active

behavior that involves more than simply hearing. It is of

importance as a crucial part of any interaction between two or

more people. To .listen effectively is a skill which rewires,

hearing, attending to, and processing information. Only if

such listening is viewed as a prereq isite to responding, will

the listener and the speaker engag_ in a meaningfUl interaction.

As teacher to student, teacher to teacher, student to teacher,

or student to student we all listen to one another with varying
.

degrees of attentiv4Vs and therefore with varying degrees of

success. 4f one is focusing attention on some e or something

else--or if one l's p e.ccupi ed,with formulating response, he

Active
listening

4
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or sheis not listening. As an actiyity necessary to interactions

such as assertive interchanges, or attentive responses, listening

is the skill most necessary in both the academic "ironment and

in a social environment. Regardles of whether we are trying to

learn, teach, or simply talk with' a friend, listening is the
A

skill with which we begin to form and finally parrticipate in an.

interaction.

4
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Activity 16

Purpose: to participatelin active_ listening.

,o
Instructions: Five'workshop participants will be asked to

volunteer as Group A. The remaining patItici-

pants, will become Group B. The leader vii 1V

give further ifistructions.

fr

A

)
4: 56
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Activity 16

Take the five members of Group A into another room,

or hallway where they will be-askedto wait. Take one

volunteer from this grcu0 out of,the other members

hearing range and tell this individual a story of your
01

own choosing. The story should be lengthy; logical,

and detailed'enough to require concentration. 'Then

have this Group A member 1 tell the same story to

member 2, again out of hearing range from the other

group mmbers. Member 2 should tell member 3 and the

process continue until member 5 has been ton the

story. Ask Group A to wait in their room or hall while

you then reenter the workshop room and relate the same

story aloud to all of Group B. Ask Group A to reenter

and haVe member 5 tell his/her version of the story.

The group dfscossion to follow might focus on how the

two versions differ end why (or why not) they "heard"

different details. Final comments might focus on

ways 10 increase istening in the classroom and An

the school in general. You might mention that this

skill area is a major focus area of the'Human Relations

by Training package

.4.
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: )...L fhe-. Learning Skill)' . ('\

In they times of knowledge explosion, where therate of

new infoimation is increasing inexponentially, we are confronted
ta A

with the overwhelming task of fessing all of this informat4n.

Students are dtpecial4y prOnito,experiencing'difficulty

'fn making sense Out of all the information twhich they are

exposed. 'Change-is so Ouch a part of our lives that we are no

longer able to "learn somethjng, once and for all." Lifelong

learning is a modern requirement.

At
(In view of these unprecedented pressures'to be able to

evaluate the accuracy ofinformation, to be able to understand

and to make constructive use of information we need to improve

our learning skills. This section of the training manual will

focus on several aspects of such learning skills, including

note taking, time util'zation, 'effective readinttest taking,

and understanding directions.

1

j

I
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Improving Rote taking, means' improving 'one's ability to

capture in abbreviated written form the essence of what one has

heard or"tten. Several, steps are important in the note taking

process: (1) recognizing the important information or concept.

in the material. (2) translating the important material into

easily recordable concepts, (3) developing one's own system of

shorthand,'and (4) phrasing so the.notes later triAge-thoughts

that facilitate recall and understanding--what did teacher.or
tr

text say? What plse is known about that? And how can this be
V

.

integrated and synthesized into a broader picture.

LIE-ZE

GOT TO-BE
AN EASIER, *JAY

TO TAKE NOTE5
THAN-TO COPY EVEkY

VORP

b
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activity 17"

Purpose: to'provide practice)n note taking.

Instructions: You will be prbvided material on wh4ch you will

,take notes. This material may take'the form of

'film, textbook reading, article, or iio

taped lecture. Your note to Ong is essential

because the evaluation of yourrecall y not

immediately follow the material pres tation.

t.
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re. '

'Activity _17
,-tk

First,. select And prepare r(i) handouts of a-short

0' IP

afticle. (2). a shOrt film or sound/slide, (1)a career
1.

guidance. kit or resource mentioned; or a tapg. Then,

after completing the selected activity, place a strip
of tape across the floor. The lengthof gthe tape

should permi,t all .Worksha partkipants to stand on it
in single file:' When, they ave completed nolo taking

in this activity ''have them 'place themselves on this

linewhich is a continuum from very bri-ef notes 'to-

exterlsive verbatim notes'. -Then encOurate them to
. . .7-discuss why they find themselves at that sRot on7the

scale, and eventually have them move to where they -I

would ike to be on -that same scale, if they would

)chodte o move. Sumniarize the experience noting such)

a Self-evaluation of skill is often more.1,valuable
.

taan a written ,test of content rnemorizatiir

.t

stk L-23let,
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1.

Activity:18

Purpose:. -a-discuss note taking.'

Instructions: The levier will take foUr people, two at

a time into the hall, and will divide

remaining participanti into two groups.

1

Further instructions will follow from

the .leader.

, 60
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Activity' 18

',Divide participants into two-groups (A &

take 41, o melnbers"froM each g.roUp into another room or

hall. Read/tell both ctyadt A & B a story or tale' of

your own. Choosibge Dyad ,A should listen but not take

notes. Encourage dyad .B to take nofg.' Dyad A will
,

then tell. Group A the story--without benefit of notes.

Group B should, dot te present 'at the time. Then

bring Group B into the room and have dyad B tell

Group '0 .and A the story using notes. Group A should

then discuss with Group B the difference tin the two

versions of the story. Your summary comments should

focus on the uses, of_note taking as an aid to memory

and recall.. The richhess of the, detail in the story

you share with the dyads will directly effect the

outcome of the activity.

An additional or optional activity might. be

included here. Ask participants to share some

sircific samples of their personal shorthand system.

Make a group list.

1.3-24



Jhe note taking materials that, follow may

be helpful in future skills improvement. They may

be adopted or adapted for you;009w'n classroom r

in-service training use.

I
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NOTE. TAKING

Note taking is essential for two very important reasons--

to aid you in understanding your instructor's preentations and

to aid you in studying for examinations. Good note taking

requiresgood listening, end as everyone knows, this is not easy

for it requires both active concentration-on what is bpinif said

and a/continuous evaluation of what is said.

Suggestions to Improve Your Listenin? Skills

1. Be prepared-- Before going to class read your assignments

and review your lecture notes from the last Aass. This

will enable you to get the most out of the teacher =s

tG ,

Li

presentation.

2. Concentrate on the lecture--Try_not to allow yourself

to istracted by the teacher's mannerisms or delivery

technique.

3. Listen with an open mind--Don't let your opAosition to

a point turn you off before the 1oint or message is made.

4. Keep alert--Sit near the front to maximize your visual

and hearing perception. Predict likely test questions,

and compare the text with the lecture..

Suggestions to Improve Your Note Taking

1. nate)and identify each.set of notes.

write legibly o page.



1

3. Use your own words and lOok for the meanjngioewhat
(-

' your instructor has said. The exception here, is a

definition or technical term.

4. Whenever possible, use an outline form. Try and L:

distinguish major and minor points through your

Identification system.
4

5. Copy diagrams and other i lustrations that your
3

teacher puts on the boar Record examples to

clarify abstract ideas./

6. Record dates, places, /formulas, equations, and

rules. Cross check ith-text where possible.

7. Keep alert for points that your teacher emphasiies

by 'means bf repetitions, writing on chalkboardi

extended comment. Watch for.enumer ions such,"as

the .followi

causes" an for summations such as "therefore"

and "cons quently."

C. Sepirat your own thoughts from your teach'er's.

This i, an, excellent way to'keep alert but is

a go ideadea to bracket yours from the teacher's

five steps" or "the four major

co ent for obvious reasons.

9. Dave yourself plenty of space to edit and
/41

/
'Till An ybur notes. Compare notes with your

4. classmates for completeness and accuracy.

63
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10.. Read jour notes after class to make'sure you understand

them without difficulty in the-future. Take time to

correct mistakes and illegible writing.

11. As you review your notes underline important points.

This will help when it is time to study for the stti

12. In problem courses try "double teaming" the teacher;

you copy all material on the board and riend will

take notes on all the verbal material

1 Use abbreviations to shorten up yo writing. Make

sure you. can remember your own system! Example:

cn u rd ths, messge. Gd fr u!

14. Try to understand the lecture instead of writing it

down word for word in the hopes of it making

sense later.

64
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2. Time Utilization

4 -=,

concern. Students probably experience more open conflict about

tine usa§e than any other group.* They are often in conflict with

themselves, often wishing they had accomiklished' something ibey
)

didn't. they also experience conflict about time with parents,

and teachers and activity direttors (coaches, music directOrs,

Effective or efficient use of tame is near universal

club advisors, etc.). .Many schools offer some kind of help for

students. Tao frequently aid in time utilization is not forth-

coming until some failure experience or crisis situation occurs.

Devoting attention to time use only in time of conflict is simple

but problematic., Motivation would appear to be high but so would

the association with failure.

This module assumes that:
'

1) Concern about how a person uses his/her time is universal.
.

e

utilization
study
necessary
before
crisis
occurs

It exists because people are capable of making choices and behaving

in many different ways. Sharing of concern about time use can, be

a benc.,"cial ex'per.:ence'that enriches one's awareness of his/her

opportunity to make choices. It can enhance one's opportunity

to develop greater awareness cfrone's own and other's values as

expressed behaviorally.' And it can enhanceidfie's own ability to

make, choices and change the pattern of time utilization through

systematic attent*an to valued ways of behaving. 'This is to say

that teachers and parents are encouraged to review -with their

children (,students) concerns, values, frustrations, wishes, and

65
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r
tigntracts relevant to effective time usage.

2) Motivation to..- review time can be increased by attention,

41111t0 the way each person,uses time to aghieve desired goals. .Motl-
4

vation will possibly be increased whenstime usage is presented as

a critical, decision - making` process that.occurs at some level of

consciousness.

In short, there is no.right-or wrong way to` spend time.

People with different values would expect to spend their time

differently.

3) Time is.often spent in-habitual, routine traps which

reflect not values but established behavior patterns. Like al1

habits, some work for, and others against, a person's best interest.

c.

66
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-.Activity 19

Purpose to develop increased awareness of how

you spend yoUr time.v

'Theiliader, Will prpvidenstructioni

' J 10

ti

4

Wre

4
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Activity 19 :

N .

t

Materials ded: large sheets of newsprint, magic marker,

8.1/2 by 11":paper and.pencils for each

team member. .

Time required: 2=4 hours; (Optimally would be sOledUled as

\ . a day workshbp)

,-- Begin by asking,..6roup members to think back to'the night or

(03-14)ore. 'Try2to recaptUretthe eve0n6. Ask them to think
, .

abbut how'many times they he6-d themselvessilently'or outloud
'', .rs'

sy, "I °up/Art° be doing ;" or "I wish I had done $.
7'2

( "I wish I'Weren't doing . ....now," or'"I didn't ilei...done."
s V

Ask thetht6 note. these things on.the;ii. paper: When everyone has
,

finished atk 'for sharing: Was it .'a common experienchat were

the commonaltties? How did membet;Vdeal' with their wishes, oughts
.

,

si-
etc.? Ask if they fre°91ntly find:thrsealves- saying or wishing

the same type of thing night after,night or weekend after weekend.
)

.

.

% L
You.ma' need to-let members tell youlholithey had to A

6 i'-'

restructur the exeftlite to make it appropriate for them. If some

resist Otting into the-exercise, encourage them to restructure.,

Have, them pick some time recently when they did find themtelves

4

doing or sfaying something 1-ike this to theMselves or others,,

Next draw a large. circle on the neWsprint and divide it into

quarters: Let the tog line where ie intersects the circleoutside

4ept=esent 6/a.m,,, the right line-yon, the bott(im li'ne 6 p:m.-and

.the' left

L-25
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1

41. Ask pact meMber to draw a similar circle on his/her paper-

andthen, to draw' proportionate slices of the,...cirle,(ike slices of

' pie) terepresent the way he/she spends time on a typical week day.

Remind them that the circle hould represent how they actually
.

* -, spent their time. W n most have finished a4 them to draw another
_.

. v

circle and to divide it .intb quarters also. This timA the entire -)

. . . ,

, .

circle should represept time at. school. Again' remintl members that

-. the circle' should, when completed shdW how they actUally spent a,

.N ..

.

. ;7
typical day at schpgli ' . .

.
Note: You may, when processing the'exOrience in discussion,

1 ..

.find a specific concern applicable to most regardinga segment of
I *it

the school. This might be/discussed more thoroUghly.-.

.1 Einally, when all have finished their circle for school

repeat the exercise for time aehome or away from schOol.

rePro ssing the experience. Ask members to vieiktheir /
r.

Camplete circles and consider Whether they look as they would.1

have expected.' Who was surprised? Who weuld liy to change

tftiirs? What\would they like theirs Ito lOoklike really/ Who

feiels they are wasting time? Who feels they ate not setting

priorities? Which changes reflect, changes they actually want-to

. mak and which are the changeSNthey feel they should make but are

not in real life likely to make? Don't let ihem overlook petty

details which habitually require much time.
A

Now ask membert to dra idet1 time*illqation circles. What

.kinds trf changes did they'm k . Which changes reflect what they
k..

L-26 IL .
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actually plan to do differently and ythtr.b4hanges do they.fte1,00

should make butare not in reality likelto make? Is it possible
.

that something than is now d fftcult,to:achieVe but:valued,coUld

be more readilyaWievedif ved.to a different timi?,Stinetimes

it is-itiiiiitant to consider whet* an.activityiSnotkompletedi

because iti,ls.not vabled or-becattig, it is not planted\or sChed-
IL.;

c

uled for an optimal tide period. ll'his focus will help to uncover

districtors and cOmpetitor for actitityCand 4me.' Ii-,there .,

t t_
.

. .. .

anything you can do to begin to change the size of -your slices?

What? Or why,nOt? -Y ur.s.timmq;should lead,into ctiyity 20.4 _/ .6

1-*
..f

Net

z"

`'

4-27
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Activity 20

Purpose: develop an individual time schedule.

Instructions: Based upon your findings and
elf

plans in Activity 19, develop a

;time schedule which encourages

more effective time utilization.

The lead6r will provide further

instructions.



DAILY ACTIVITY SCHEDULEName .

Date
Time :Monday Tuesday. Wednesday Thursday Friday 5ertur ay Sunday Time
06:00
06:30

06:00
06:30

07:00
*07:30 07:00

07:3008:P0
,OL 08:0008:30

08:30
)09:00

09:00
09:30

09:30
10:00

10:0010:30

10:3011:00
11:0011:30
11:30

12 :00

12:00
12:3001:00
01:0001:30
01:30

02:00
02:0002:30
02:3003:00
03:0003:30
03:30

04:00
04:0004:30
04:30

05:00 .\. 05:0005:30

05:30
D6 :00

06:50)6:30

06:30



DAILY ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

liMe Monday Tuesday Wednesday Ihursday Friday Saturday Sunday Time

07:00 07:00
07:30

., 07:30

08:00, 08:00
08:30 08:30

09:00 09:00
09:30 09:30

10:00 10:00
10:30 10:30



Activity 20

Materials needed: Each member should have a copy of a daily

activity schedule and a copy of a calendar

with space for notations about use of time.

(For best results try to use a calendar

fo this exercise that members already

have, Teacher's Plan Book. Ask the

members to begin by blocking out on their

daily schedules those activities that are

common to all weekdays. They should write

the activities by name for identification.

Next, on a daily basis ask them to block

out those activities that occur only on

specific days (staff meetings,, club

activities, etc.).

For step three have ,them analyze the

remaining time. The time that remains

is-. usually controllable and thus can be

a source of personal choice and plea-

surable experience. Even if the time

is not totally under one's control,

those "others" who must be taken into

account in the negotiation for use

L-28



of this time become known and the time span

in guestion'becomes defined. Until people

complete a systematic study of their time use,

they often feel as though they have little or

no control over their livet, Sometimes a time

use study will reveal that, while they may be

accountable to someone else for their use of

time, they are far from pawns or puppets

subjected to non-negotiable whims of others.
`

These-distinctions should be pointedtout by

the leader either in lecturette or brought

out in the course of discussion.

A short discussion should focus on what

members learned from the survey of things they

wished they had dr would accomplish. Members

should also be encouraged to share successful

methods of establishing activity` priorities.

4
Finally this exercise should conclude with

invitation and encouragement to establish a

self or peer contract. This contract if

',entered into will help members close the gap

. 0
between wanting,to do something and doing it.

Suggest that each person write a tlear tont se

1--?9



statement descri b`` lethingpvery sPecific

he/she intends tp achieve in terms of time use

Encourage them to be realistic and to set mile-
',

i stones that can recognized within short periods

of time--a day, a week, or month.

In summarizing the proportion of time we all

spend in various ways, note the tendency in us

all to devote much energy and time to unimportant

details such as shuffling papers or opening mail:

How might such details be redistributed in our

schedule's to facilitite greater efficiency

L-30
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ActiOty 21
/ 7

Purpose: to adapt Activities 19 and 20 for student

use.

Instructions:, Adapt for classroom use one of the)

two activities you have just complet&I.

This might include devising forms for

*udent time studies or changing

activitic,, of the exercise to inters

a student population.

4

71
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141/4
, Activity 21

.1

If individual participants express' difficulty

with this, suggest they focus on one pf the following:

A, Having studert-

B. Design a follow-L
utilization.

de pi4p.

check on student time

C. What-goals should students define in time
redistribution: More hours for study,
leisure, etc.?

D. How will these concepts be made interesting
or relevant to students?

L-31
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Activity 22.

Purpose: -to adapt time utilization concepts for practical

use.

Instnctions: Each participant should:

Identify an activity in school that

occurs on a periodit basis and is totally

inefficient - -time implementation-.

B. DetOnine hem to be more efficient in

completing this inefficient task.

I

72
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Activity 22

If participants are unable to think of a school

activity that is inefficiently completed, you. might

suggest(a) Group testing

A
r.

b) Pre - planning activities

c) Semesp4 report completion

itt

Your summary discussions should combine and

relate the experienceTof these tast4wo

The enclosed handouts entitled'Scheduling, Now! are

included to provide part with sample student

materials on time utilization in study. You may want

to either duplicate these materials and hand them out

to participants or discuss them with t group.j

IL
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0

Begin

I
0

SwEputiNG, NOW!

SuggestionS for Students

7 r

to schedule now, dont wait. This is onechtthe best

WaY§, to.7imProve your performance.

7
#

'Quarterly

.Take a cal ndar and tack it up so you can se the 41e
qUarter at a, glance. Place,1311 the important evens on your

calendar; pike your exams and pape s as they are announced anti

e04rthose we nds you plan to tak"
A

f. By doing this, you lower
,

the risk of being.caught unaware by a deadline or a/event yob

want to attend. Such. ah ovei.all plan is necessary for planning,

each quartei's strategy. Even tf you don't plan anything else,
.

.

c
.

plah yourlhigh interest entertainment and recreation-so you will,
a

have something to look forward to. Atudy around these dates;

,then you won't have to forego the good times because
e

pa study
-.,

requirements. School calendars,*movie schedules, football

schedules and the time schedule fore classes,are all good resources

that will help you fill in your quarterly alendar.

.Weekly,

,Start by putping in all the regular, recurring event of your

typical week. Some of pu will be surprised at how much time you

have left after such things as eating, sleeping, recreation, and

school. What happens to all that time? Some 'of that time is spent

doing nothing, activiti which you really don't enjoy--all they

L-33
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4.<-

amount to Is'fittllfhg time when you qren't studying. Plan your

time.StWen you art not studylnsg;.do things You really enjoy and

,...

eliminate those- 'nothing activities."
.

1 ir
. t

ion

lk.

Time BoundarieSi1 ,

__
,(

.

You:m8yIfind Vie forty hour work week a convenient model (-

, , ,,

104 ,

.

t k 'for'develOpiog a'Aime schedule,: A 40 hour week could gjveyou
.

. vt( ;-

2/2'0 free hoth for more), including some time,for the daily
(

school schedule. This model gives. you weekends and evenings---

n.

free. For some of ydu, the 20.frte hours f

more flap you use now, averaged,over.the qua

Ludy per week is

ter.' For others,

this ay not be enough depending on your goal or the quantity

or diff culty of your present clasies.
4

A If you like the idea of the 40 hour week butmetl more time,

you can carry the idea through Saturday tind Sunday or schedule

some evening study time Obviously,11Pere are many, many
(

.! )
- ,

modifications you cao make. The main concept is that if you
t 4

,

want to block off time for studying, then plan for it.;

you critics who still don't like structure in your _

spontaneous, carefree lives, try keeping.a record of how much

time-,,you really study--a sure cure for foggy thinking like,
.

"I-don't know by I got that D in math,: I spend sn much time

on it." 'Help yourself evaluate hot much time you really are
/ .

1(
spending.

\ .

4P /--,

Finally 7cheduling a week's activity is asyt keeling that
,

( ' , -,
, schedule is Udtso easy. Make your schedule exikle and try

L-34
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hard to stic -to it.

4
7

Ifydu'spend 30 minutes really !studying and the next, two -

TO STOP
-\

hours worrying and studying r daydreiminq and stu

worrying,and daydreaming, you're not coming up withA,ptal of

2 1/2 hours of,sbdying% ,What's, more, you're not evq doing a

good job worrying or daydream jng1,.
ey

fl°

Th)is plan is aimed at clean study time and requires some
4

'basic, honest evaluation of what you're doing. pit kidding

yturself about calling those four hours a night study time--

even if yob are able to keep your study position all that tio1.

As a rough guest, 30 minutes of highleNve studying with to

concentration is probably worth, two or itlore hours of distracted

sudy.

Your perforTance may le:o like the following graph. You .

it'start off pretty good for 4 ile,-but you lose your ability

-to

to
concentrate on the s e subject after awhile. Now, if it's

book on cars, social life of mgnkeys, or something else you like,

4
yourOttention may be maintained ol.fr a longer period of time. But

at some point, l) you meet diminishing returns and for

pOicticility you're wasting time--pot studying. obviously, the

desirable thing ,tp'do is push your concentration back up, right?1

Peole who continue to study inAhe (B) area are the does who

say, "I studieeelebenzy--dozens hours on my, hisiory'and still

R
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don't get it!" "Why should I bother In `the first place." And

frequealy, tOeyquit. Under such- circumstances 'thete is ifttie

1 reWai*for this student. .

REITFOMANCE
. -

MINUTES
15 34 !75

The time to stop studying is at point (A). When you are no

TJ'

longer able to remember what you read last; when you find yourself

looking out the window-or_glancing over at your girl/boy friend's

picture, or wheigyou4 listening for someone to come deliver

you from all of this, STOP! Now that you've stopped your top

studying, glance back over the topics of the material you've just

studied, then take a break and reward yaurself. Ideally, your

break period should about 1/5 of your study time, this works out

to about 15 Wnutes for every hour of study time. Obviously, it

doesn't matter whether you study in 15, 30, or 60 minutes ptervals,

you still get 15 minutes per hour. The important thing is that you

have tO'be honest about your break times and just as honest about

breaking off when your concentration is down.

The plan is to run that performance line back up as high as

possible so let's fake to the left and leave boredom behind, By

changing toanotheesubject: you improve your chances of pushing

up yoUr\concentration. The more radically different the subjects

the better.
J

L- 36
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It's lfkily, as you continue into the night, that your

. concentration wi decrease even ,though you use the above ogram.

So the moral o thiiistory is: Put your hardest subjects up

front where you're most likely to do the best with it. Save your
fr

busy work for those late night houtl when your ability is about

equal'with the task. Don't waste the prime time.
,

Now, your ak prOgram will look like the neit graph.

Th idea is not-to plan on hour of English at 8:00 and then

something elsebut 'to work on a subject untfl you loose concen---0,

trition. Frequently, you will have priorities for what has to be

done tomorrow! Rather than lumping study for the priority subject,

limit your time spent on.the nthers and hit xour pridrity subject

'every other study period--donq hit it straight through.

. 00

HARDEST'
PERFORMANCE SUBJECT

FIRST
1 I

15 .0,
t

A --,,NA

_ CHANGE OF PACE
I i 4 I

MINUTES 60 90-

Some ofyou might be thinking all this stopping and breaking

things into fragments js going to make learning harder. Luckily,

that is not the case, even though it appears that massed or long

periods of study result in less efficient learning that the short

intermittent sessions as planned here. This method will encourage

you to review some of the things you went over before: These

"mini-reviews" are most helpful in organizik your material when

studying for tests.

The point is that you learn better in small whoie units

rather than in mass or unrelated fragments.
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Su miry

1. Get a good start and plan all your activities including

study time.

2. Make your schedules flexible but stick to them!

3. Stop studying and take a break when your concentration

starts to fall.

4. Reward yourself for work well done but,keep on schedule.

5. Changes in subject matter help relieve boredom.

6. Study your hardest subletts litst7=you'll do better on

them.

7. Review the studied material before you leave it or quit

for the'night.

L-38
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3. Effective Reading

Effective reading oftei inspires'associations ranging from

remediation for the.below average in intelligence to the speed

reading courses for adults. The fo s of this section of the

training packtge is to help the, stud t who is already capable

of reading; and is not technically/le ally rded, or necessarily

.gifted and searching for speed reading s.kil . In short, effective

reading is aimed afthe student who has no.basic reading skills

det fciency--the student who can read but yhO says, "It takes me

toa_darn long to read and)I have'trouble remembering the material

or u erstandimit." This type of reader usually does not enjoy

recreational reading. He/she may feel frustrated by efforts to

remember every word, and may thereby miss the point and fun of the
4 0

reading. This, type of reader is not necessarily helped by exposure

//to spei1 reading courses and especially not by remedial reading

programs.

7-EDAakiEr
UNDERSTAND

TH15
QUEST/ON -

_T'm Nen- RE-AU-Y
INTO JUST

RE6uRart TAT/NG
FACTS... I'M NOT

EVER( SO SURE.
WE SHOULD

BE ASKED
TO ...

DO yoL4 WM1T
t./3 To WRITE

WHAT WE THINK,
oR Wilfr- WE

'DANK You WANT
05 To NR1TE

OR Po YOU WANT
US To WRITE
THE WORDS WE
READ OR VIHAI
WE THOUGHT
TJ4E WORDS NE
REAP WERE

READ.' SAY/NO

OH, !-(AVE

KEM6R(ZEP
A FEW 1../N5
ik/ MY

13U1-
jur DON'T

SEE,

014, OH... YES, MA 'Am

1. ARE UCOLN
WAS

AN HONEST
MAN!



The problem for this-reader is often one-of unconscious

values or attidides determining the reading style. The first step

in solving this problem is increased awareness of reading style

'types and demands. The second step toward resolution is to practice values
attitz

a new style made possible through relaxed or change values. Many

people have been conditioned by test taking in school to read for

detail. Unfortunately, the test taking process has over the years

taught the students to value reading for detail, meMorization, and

fact rather than for pleasure or enrichMert.
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Activity 23

Purpose: to survey attitudes about reading.

To learn more about reading stylesincludingassett problems,

'and how they developed, share asta team information about

your reading styles. Start by taking a quick survey.

Respond to thOollowing que tons individually group

tally will be made later.

1. What reading do you do regularly that i work

related? (List them)

2. --W6readinq do you do regularly for pleasure?

(List them)

3. How much time Klo you spend reading on a daily

basis?

. When do you do most of your reading? Do you

tend to use specific time(s) and/or specific

days) for reading?

5. Complete the following sentence. Reading is.

The team leader will now help you make a team tally

for questions 1 through 4. Each tearrynember may want -

to share his/her response to question 5.
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When discussing the survey findings, focUs on

the general findings and try to "make sense" of them.
4.1k

What-do they' mean? Now do the findings relate to you

and your readingstgle? Share these and other ideas

with other team members.

V

e'

A

V
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Activity 23

You will need to ekoUrage'team,members to be

realistic and not inflate their resUlts. The purpose

sto discover general prindiples Anted to readd.rs and

,f
r ading styles and how these effect'what,.when, and how

much is read.'
i. '

/ During the folloW-up discussion encourage person-

alization of reactionsto the survey items. You may wish

to ask members if any felt surprised, amused, saddened,

angered, disturbed or melanohollparthey/worked on the

survey, (by the questions, or the Tesults/responses).
4(

a
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Purpose:

Activiiy 24

to illustrate that different types of reading

material with 'differing content require,di#fering

amounts of concentrati6n and therefore different

amounts-of time.,

This exercise is:Aligned to help team members

lealrn more about reader styles. It will also

help to devolop a strategy for assessing and

changing styles in students.

,Instructions: Your team leader will assign you several brief

readings. You are to read each article in your

usual manner and style. You Will be asked to

keep a record of the.time it *akes for 064to

read<each reading. This is only to enable

you to study the results and draw inferences

about reading styles in general.

The discuSsion to follow this experience will focus on

reading style and will not be a4test of recall.

Reading. 1

Reading 2

Reading 3

Reading 4

Discu- ssion

77
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.
Activity 24

Y6u will need copies of each reading or each member.- Yot?

4

lay lent to select-these readings from the attached bibliography.

)Wsleeach participant to make note of.the amount of time taken to

read each article:ou will need to stress that this is not'a'

speed test, for others need-not even know -how long it takes for

each reading.

Discussion

CN.

The hypothesis behind this exercise is that many people-tend-

Ito read all material with a similar (rigid) style. Readers who
7

-,'

U
do not vary their style and discriMinate among types of readihg

and purposes'for reading probably feel reading is laborious and .

do mot 'value reading ab an important resource for learning. If

they,do value reading, they may not practice what they value thus

- experiencing an' internal conflict, frustration, and failure.

' The point of the discussion is to check out the individual's

experiencing of each reading, their experiencing of the activity,

what they learned about their own style from that activity, and

what they learned abut readers' styles. You may wish to ask

members to use, "I learned " statements or any variation

of those statements as a beginning point for discussion.

Ask members to mentally return to reiding.each article and.

get in touch with not the ntent of the reading but the thoughts

they were. aware of as they ead the materia4. Do they hear themselves

A

4
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iki,
SayIng..,' i'qjped to remeMberorhit...," "LshOuld make special

e"

note of thts." "Why can't I keep these intorger...." What are
. , ,

other voices) sayingdo, they-hear aparenteor'teacher? lskthes
,

gO ,p to develop a tist of hinderances that keep them frozen at

*,v

f
a steady, non-discriminatory pace in.reeding. Evaluate the list

, . - . ,

_

as a group- andietermine which' are legitimate and which are not.

.At this poifit you may want to sVess that different content

requires different reading styles, time, andtTrgy.

L-41
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SulgestedReadings for Exercises

'Colonialism and U.N.- lisuremtion_al'

r

,Special Report
Proliferation and Peace by Lor#Caradon, pp.
lApprNtimately, 2200 words)'

Ite

Britannica/Book of the-Year/1976
nts.of 1975

Emotional
4

Special Report N\

ortion and Fetal Regearch: A Reconsideration by Marc Lappe,
pp. 381-382 (Approximately 2550 words & chart)

Same.tource as above

225-25t

Historical emotional
4

Special- Report

The End of the War by Robert Shaplen, pp. 623-624 (Approximately
3000 worts) N I

-Same source as above
.(1 f

\ .

.

,

4 Scientific narrative

-.Th Recovervof Gold by Michael I. Brittan, pp. 80-89
Approgmately 2700 words)
76 Yearbook of Science & the Fut e Britannica

4

/psycho

Psychic Energy: The Counsglor's dervalued Resource by
Charles J. Pulvino, pp. 29-32, (Approximately 2700 ords &
captions & pictures)

.

Personnel & Guidance Journal September, 1975.
Volume 54, No.1

Gen ral information

You're Hearing it: New Machines in, the New Politics by
nnis Farney, pp. 62-68 (Appriximately 2700 words)

Smithsonian, October, 1974; Volume 5, No. 7



General informatiesn_

Alaska Embarks on its Biggest Room as
by Richard Corrigan

Same text as 'above, pp. 38-48 (Approxj tely 3200, word )

1 Pipeline geti under .Way

J.

; =
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Tests often;irepOor indicators ofHldlarnih9Students knoW

-.it and.teaChert knoW ft. This is not totsny that tests.shoUld not(
_:.

I,/
fie used. Itls-gnlito alert YO4i0. the frOstrati0h, anger, fear.,

- ,, !k(t... / ,

or laCkof motivation tht often acComOantes.students as
i
they

aPproach\T).,copplete. a "test."' SlidOMIldo'classioomorOWs
o,

"-- indtvidUals-,give,seriou;,Xattentioq to theipersonal and Alictical
, , - ,--

-'.

issues related to teging. ..A common pattern wpuld Include the

- ..

teacher announcing-an'upcoMtng eXam39d.students grumbling and 2202480n4
.- , praoti

mumbling about bofh,the process and likely outcome? 'The climate issues
.3 . 1

4,

frequently becomes emotionallrcharged and,defensive but rarely
, ,

leads 0 open, frank distOssion 7h!t Ischarges energies into

Produ tive-coo

measures pf learni

ve ch 6 is aimed at-developing appropriat

The exericise that follows 4s an eample
t.

I'M JUST
1O SICK Tip

-4-P± K6 TWAT .XAll

. ..6. Lo spirriz IF -(/4.11:410:my FEEL -
!A

)
rttsroptEPt

A



of an activity that could maximize partiCipation and discovery
A

of d to worth/ of individual pnd grouti attention.

to min pleasant and effe4ti41Utilization of tests: When the

teacher in a clissroom group also shares hi or he process whe \1

.the result is often a better mutual underst ndlng4an appreciation.
_ .

.

It often leads t more creative examinations .and less pressure on
. .

alT onrerned.
.

. ,

f! We i ould rrember that teitjiaking 'it noi just 'the bdria4kor

,

- - t
. I

rosy also lead

e

itself, but- the 'feelings and emotions aStbbiated with -that behivior

as well. 'This is why self- fulfilling propheCies in students and 1

teachers are important: If Johnny thinks he is/611:g to fail, he

probably will. The following exercises are designeil to familiarize

you with dimensions of test taking and preparation.
ft

4.
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Activity 25

Purposer-filTdelittfrittli-vi-dual---attitud

and, preparation.

Instructions: List the dimensions of test-taking and

preparation and then place yourself on the

/ A

dimension continuum. In other words, ask

yourself how you respond to or view the

'behaviors and' attitudes associated with

test taking.

80



Activity 25

Copy and distribute the attach6 proces4,

wheel and instructions. If participants need examples of

where they might reside on the continuum dimensions you

might suggest they assess their own:

fear

stress

anxiety

need for achievement study habits

motivation to succeed study skills

concentration ability preparation

Instructions: Tell participants the following:

(1) Plot where you believe that you would fall on each one

of the continuous spokes of the process wheel. Note that

there are two spokes without descriptions on them--you

may go ahead and fill in some aspect of test taking that

could be either a positive or negative experience for

you and is not covered by the descriptions of the other

spokes.
Ot,

(2) After you have identified what your test taking pluses

and minuses are, write down suggestions for improving,

increasing, overcoming, or utilizing these characteristics.

L-44
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I cannot recall, when

taking a test, what I
have read or heard

I get upset (anxious-
nervous,01,When I am
-about to take a test

TEST-TAKING PROCESS HHEEL

I am confused by
what the directions
and questions,mean

I seem to have

studied (read) .the
wrong material for
the test

I am unable to concfn-
trate and get easily

,.distracted by whats
happening-around me

'Other: (You
fill in)

Other: (You
fill in)

t concen-

trate well

and;work out'.
D)ther distractiohs

I studied

appropriate
(relevant)
material .for
the test

I clearly under-.
stand what was meant
by the directions and
questiens

I feel relaxed'
and confident
when takingra
test

I remember 'what I have
read and heard



Suggestions for impriwing est-taking ability:

4

L-45a
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ACtiviiy 26

Purpose: to define remedial act.on for problem areas

noted in Activity 25.

Instructions: For pwo areas related to testing in which you

would like to improve, specify 4 plan that will

help y6u remediate these problem areas. For

example, ' Ittivity.25 if you noted undue tect

taking fear, w would you attempt to decrease

that fear?

81
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Activity 26

Your discussion here should focus on clinical techniques

or practidal approaches which might helpwin these problem

areas'. .These mightiinclude:

Aesensitization or anxiety reducing programs

more efficient time utilization,

speed reading course

tutoring

study skill training

group therapy

O

arranging phys4cal environment

ow games to form associations and make recall easier

7

If further exploration or discuss'on is desired you

might use an,alternative activity in which the group listens

to and explores the possibilities of desensitization, fantasy

tapes, 'or directed imagery.

Other Activities

Other activities you may want the team to experience that

could be highly related include "what we know and what we

want to know," and "Self-Contracts." Both are from Values

Clarification: A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers

and Students, Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, and Howard

Kirschenbaum, Hart Publishing Co., Inc., N.Y., N.Y., 1972.
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5. Understanding Directions

This section of the/training package will begin with:a

test to help you asses& your skill in, understanding directions.

The test has been widely used to provide learners with information

about a skill very critical to their continued development. The \\

information gained from this test Will,help you obtain more meaning

from the remainder of this section on under4tanding directions.

I

82
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Activity 27

Purpose: to assess,skills in understanding and following

directions.

The workshop leader ill hand you the necessary materials

for this activity an give further directions.

41,
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Activity 2

0

This activity is structured to be used to help people get

ill touch with their style of listening and direction folldwiltq.

You may wish to devilop a.klifferent "test" or exercise. If you

elect to develop your own exercise please note the design consid-

eratigns in the directions for use that accompany the attached

exercise.
4

Any general d scussion of problems related to following

directions can ea ily become focid on the--problems of "directions.'

Be alert to this and re-direct team effort toward finding problems

in following and understanding directions, including the plems
of unclear directions, low motivation for the task, etc.

Purpose: This exercise rs joke but has a Durpose--revealing

to test- takers their skill in Follov,_ directions and

attentiveness to detail.

Ilk
Procedure: Introduce the activity by savinn, "We are going to

take a test!" Build un the idea of rigorous testing

procedure. ake sure everyone has a pencil. 'lention

that the test 'results will he used in sone way perhaps

to form groups accordinn to their abilities,to follow

directions. !lake the test seem important. Stress

that there is a five minute le limit but that it is

possible people will he finished in three minutes.

.e
Distribute the test face down, look at your watch,

--an4,2ive the ."r;0."



Wrap-up

Your final summary should focus on incidents in,the past

several years (Calley in Vietnam, Manso murders, Watergate) that

pldicate direction fol wing may not necessarily be desirable

Ask participants to s ggest when students should not follow.

directions.

L-48
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A MEASURE. 6F 6IRECTI*FOLLOWING ABILITY

(three- minute test)

1. Read everything before doing anythln

2. Put your name in the'upper right corner of the paper.

3. Circle the word "name" In the second sentence.

Draw five s 11 squares in the upper left\ corner of this
paper.

,4

5. Put an X in each square mentioned in nbmber 4.

6. Pul circle around ea6PNs:quare.

7. r'ir -Iur no this page.

8. AL,J- one title, write "yes, yes, yes."

9. Put a circle around sentence number 7.

10. Put an X in the lower leftl!hand corner of this page.

11. Draw a triangle around the X.yoy just made.

12. On the back of this page, multiply 7n O.

13. Draw a circle around the word "paper" in sentence number 4.

14. Loudly call out your first name wheT you get to this point
in the test.

!

15. If MI think, that you have careful y followed directions, call
21st have."

\16. nn the reverse side of this paper, \ dd 107 and 278.

17. Put a circle around your answer to the above problenv:"

18. Count out in you/normal speaking voice from 1 to 10 backwards.

19. Punch 3 small holes in your paper with your pencil point here.

20. If you are the first prrson to get this far, call out loudly,
"I am the leader in following directions." i

21. Underline all the numhers on the left side of this*page. 1

22. Now that you have finished reading carefully, do only
sentences one and two.

1" ,
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-Oftentimes people move through their dai

responding ip routine and habitual whys. In

ly schedules

so doing, specific

activities Oat require following specific directions to meet (1) a'

supervisor's Oeciations, (2) a teacher's expectations or (3) a10

friend or p3iren 's wishes get loss in the maze of routine and habit.

fn this way we unintentionally disappoint others and Ourselves.
7

lead less interesting lives and create less eXcitinnWe also

F'
work ortneedless Cork because of this tendency. Often, people

Written arid directions. because their own tonscious

altd'unconscious needs act as filters. The filters screen out

shaft the person does not want to see, hear, or do.

Admittedly, many directions offered as helpful guides for

behaving or completing a task, are not as clear and concise as

they ld be. This type of directions invites interpretation

,,

and se Still, learners.should strive to understand and

follow directions intended to help them complete a task success -

fully. Success and failure are too often depdndent not on one's

mectrl ':al'ability, theoretical understanding, or grasp of ortn-
)

ciplgs but instead upon-one's following or not following directions

in the applicAtion of ability to a specif< task. The Arst exer-

cise in this section helped you to become aware of'your skill and

the problems involved in following written directions. The next

exercise is designed to help you gyt a picture of skills and

problems in following directions given verbally.

84
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Activity 28

ONE-WAY tWO4AY

Purpose: to provide participants., with practice under,qandli,
if

and follOwing directions.

Listen carefuPy to all directions given by the leader. 'You

will, asked to do specific tasks fivmtime to time.

z

85
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Goals

I.

Activity 28

ONE-WAY, TWO-WAY:

A COMMUNICATIONS EP1MiNT*

r

I. To conceptualize the superior functioning of two-way f

commuricatioA through participatory demonstration.

II. To examine the applicatio of communication in

and occupational settings. 4

.

Group Size

'Unlimited. &.
e

Time Required

Approximately forty-five minutes.

Materils

Newsprint and felt-tippd marker.

II. Two sheets of Oaper and a pencil for each participant.
a,

''I. A reproduction of Diagram I and Diagram II for' the
demonstrator.

4.'Physical Setting

Participants should be seated facing the demonstrator, but

in such a way that it will be difficult, if not impossible,*to

a

see each_other's drawings.

' *Reproduced from The 1974. Annual Handbook for Group
Facilitators, 3. William Pfeiffer and John F. Jones, Editors- -
L-'Jolla, California: University Associates Publishers, Inc. 1974.
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Process

The facilitator may wish to begin with a discussion about

ways of looking at communication in terms of content,

direction404twprks, or interference.

LI. The facilitator-explains that the group will experiment

with the 'directional aspects of communication by partici-

pating in the following exercise:

1. The facilitator selects a demonstrator and one

or two observers. The remaining participants

each are supplied with an pencil and two sheets'

of paper. Theyare.instructed to label one

sheet'Diegram I and the other Diagram

2. The facilitator tells 'the group ,t4t the

demonstrator will give them directions for

drawing a series of squares. Participants

are instructed to draw the squares exactly

as the demodstrator tells them, on tie paper 1,

labeled Diagram I. Participants may neither

ask questions nor give audible responses.

3. The demonstrator is asked to stgy'the

arrangement of squares in Diagram, I for two

mikites.

4. The facilitator instructs the observers to

take notes on the behavior and reactions of

the demonstrator and/or the partIcipants

L-54



5. The ficiltator prepares the following three

.tables on newsprihi.

---

TABLE 1
(For Diagram I)

NUMBER CORRECT J ESTIMATE ACTUAL

. 4

3

/6

I.

L -52
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TABLE 2
(For OiagramiI)

NUMBER CORRECT ESTIMATE, AtTUAL

4

2

0

1'

TABLE 3
(Summary)

Diagram I Diagram II

Time Elapsed

Estimated Median

Actual Median

L-53



Or,

6.' The facilitatorars the demonstrator to turn

his back to tne group or to stand behind a

screen. The facilititorAhen a0A him to proceed

reminding him.to tell the group what to draw as

qui ckly and-as accurately as he can. The

facilitator again cautions the voup not to

ask questions.

7. The time it takes the demonstrator tb complete

his instructions is recorded in the Summary

Table 3 under Diagram I.

Each' participant is asked to estimate the number

of squares he has drawn.correctly in elation to

the other,squpres. The facilitator then tabulates

the participants' estimates in Table 1.-

9. The first phase of the experience is repeated

with the followtng modifications: The demon-
.

strator uses Diaghm II, he faces the group,

and he is allowed to respond to questions from

the group. The participants should use the

papers labelep Diagram II.

10. The facilitator has each of the participants

estimate the number of squares he has drawn fin

the second phase of the exercise and tabulates

the estimates on Table 2. The facilitator then

uses Tables j and 2 to calculate the median (or
a.

average) estimPtgkaccuracy for both Diagram I

L-54
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4

1

and Diagram M. He posts these medians in

Table 3.

11. The group is then shown the actual diagraths for

-the-twO-Sets 'of squares. Each participant

counts the number of squares belrs drawn cor-

rectlyrectly on each diagram., /

,

12. -In ,the
#

last columns of Tables 1 and 2, the

Jacilitator -tabulates the number of squares the

participants hive drawn correctly for each

diagram. From the'data, he determines the
)

A

medians for Diagrams I;and II and enters these

in Table ,

III. The facilitator leads a discussion of the resuld\in

terms of time, accuracy, and level of confidence calling

upon "back-home" experience and:application.

IV. The observers report.thlIr process observations'i The

group discusses these in relation to the da4 generated

during the first,phase of the discussion.

Variations

1

I. Instead ofmedians, means (arithmetic averages may be r

#
computed.

II. Additional phases such asJhe following can be included:

1. Two-way, with demonstrator facing participants,
who are permitted to react nonverbally.

2. Two-way, with demonstrator not facing particj-
pants.



.

III. Two or more participants can be selectea.to work'together

as a demonstration team.

.Teams*of participants can be formed to draw the diagrams

on newsprint cooperatively.

V. The Content can be changed to.includedata resievant to

the objectives of the training and/or a complex.type of

problem.

VIA Physical models, made:of dominOes or blocks, can be.

Described by the demonstrator.

L-56
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DIAGRAM I: ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION

Instruations: Study the series of squares below. With your back

to the group, you are to direct the .participants'in how they are to

draw the figures. -Begin with the top square and deScribe each in
t ,

succession, taking particular note of the. relationship of each to

the preceding one. No questions are allowed.

J

4 I,

a
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DIAGRAM II: TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION

a

ctions: Study the series below. Facing the group, you are

direct the participants in how they are to draw the figures.

egin with the op square and,describe each in succession, taking

particular note of therelation of each to the preceding ones

An wer al//questions from participant -and repeat if necessary.

_)
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Activity 29

Purpose: to reveal that blind following of directions is not

/ always desirable.
if.

.

-

( Partiipants have no'hint of4hts exercise in their manual.

You should instruct One or two participants or the entire group

to perform increasingly absurd tasks. See how long group Members

will continue to-"follow directions"' throughout this exercise,

maintain the-atmosphere-of serious business,_and, short do

not indicate that they should suspect anything on your parto-

You might compile your own list of crazy tasks,.but they should

resemble reasonable requests so participants will tend to

cooperate. These directions might include:

Prepare for a paper/pencil exercise
Sharpen pencils
Go to the board
Erase the board
Raise the window
Climb out the window
Wash your hands
Wash your feet
Sit on the floor
Stand on your head
Check the last exercise of the participant )

to your right
Slap th participant

L-59
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V. PROBLEM SOLVING

s;
The problem solving function of an Educational.Development

Center, while not first priority, deserves consideration. This

function provides direct services for students, teachers, and

parents with-Situation crises. For the student the situation may

involve difficulty r.Nembering the steps in solving a mathematics

or science problem. For the teacher the troubleimiy-be coming up

with a way, to help students understantrthe relationship of a

sequence of steps in solving problems, For the parent the concern

may be knowing how to best talk with a teacher and child.about

problems related to learning or personal growth. On the surface

thesolution might appear obvi8vs, but other problems maysevolve

( around More serious conflicts or misunderstandings.

,The 'problew'solving functions may be provided by any number

of .people, some vf-whom'are
already functioning in this capacity.

Addiflonal people may be enlisted, howdyer, to enable more sys-

tem..availability of persOrnel an'd to include peop e reppe

tive of peer anal parent,groups as resources. erhaps most

ort 1y,) the Educationalelopment Center staff must find

ways assisting the total school toff develop' and give priority

to ttitude of sensitivity and h 1 fulness in Immediate crises

At ions. Regardless of staff size. ,_person needs to

hold ultimate responsibility for the problem solving service.

The following exercises are designed to aid you in deVeloping a

workable prob1 m solving assistance system. k

86
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AnyTp 1 m solving function must be pUblicized! Strategies

must be developed for acqd'ainting students, teachers, and parents

with the functions that can be provided. This can be accomplished

through any of the usual channels of orientation programs and

presentations, bulletin boards, students or school newsletters,

and notices on the restroom doors. Special attention should be

Public

paid to critical, times as anticipated around beginnings and ends ,

of-quarters or semesters, grading periods, and exam dates.

87
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--, Activity 30

Purpose: tsnitiate ideas for a problem solving service.

Instructions: Each group participant should assume he/she

is responsible for the problem solving

function. Working in triads, each triads i^

should develop a plan of fimplerr ntatioffeft.

1. Brainstorm types of student needs or
F

crises situations which could be handled

with a proelem solving function.

2. Formulate a list of school/volunteer

personnel who might be available for a

problem solving assistance program.

3. Define a set of skills each problem

solving service pafticipant should have.

4. Establish set of guidelines for the

operation of the problem solving service:

MhoLs_available what time of day?
After hours service?
Who is ultimately responsible?

m 88
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Activity 30

You may want to 'circulate among the triads'and

facilitate their problem solving systeTd!!ign.

When all triads have completed the activity, you

should conduct a ummary discussion. It might be .

possible to reach a-consensus on most of the items.

/

L-60
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Activity.31

Purpose: to specify what services in a problem solving

system might be useful in a risis.

Instructions: Take one of your examOles of crises

situations from ActiOty 30, Step 1

and explain how it could be resolved

using one-6f the followiar:

.}8

telephone extension for anonymous calls

confession booth for advice

Educational Development Center for case
conferences

consultation frot experts in counselino4
or behavior modification 4

one-to-one counseling

(home intervention

peer counseling

other--be soetific

89



Activity 31

You should preface thi activity with a list

of services that might be considered as ways of

meetino crises situations. Some of these are listed

in the participants instructions. You ma want to

expand this list as a follow-up summary to the

exercise.

L-61
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Vt. EDMOIONN. PLANNING

Educational planning is the 'function which might traditionally

be called "Advisement." ement is not used here because it

connotes telling someone what you think he should do. Educational

planning on the other hand, is helping someone clarify personal

goals and increasing of resources and strengths for

achieving these goals. The personal assumption here is that each

.4,4actiNAdm4a-is the best source of answers to :questions concerning

°Personal Wants and needs, especially since each person lives with

the consequences of his/her own choices. one person caniAprovide...

personalopinions, but not answers for another. Thus, educational,)

planning is a process of clarlfyinn when there is confusion and

initiating movement when there is the feelina of being stuck.

The goal isfor the student to retain the opportunity to experi-
-?

ence the process of decision-maktnn and begin to develop self-

confidence, and a'sense of direction.

Educational' planning.is not just a service to students with

prob]chs. All,students ?eed help in mapping out their academic

careers, in outlining and nursuinn a chosen direction, and in

monitorinn progress and possible alternative courses of action

if one direction does not prove satisfactory.
?
The basic stances of the helping relationship involved in

Educational Planning are as follows:

1. As helpers, we hrinn all our life experiences to the

helping relationshiy, . Most fundamentally, this means that

90
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a person's power lies in the ability to set personal directin,

All of us choose to behave in the wa hat we do. By accepting

li
illbo

responsibility for taking care of our elves responsibility for

our choices and\their consequences, we gain the freedom to actively

sQt,*our own directions within any situation. As helpers we should
L

rel te to others based on this conviction, and believe that by

doi g so we allow the people we work with the experience of)

sharing in this discovery.

2. People intv4sis feel caught between needing something

to change and not seeing any way that it can. Stuck in this

ccepting
Responsibil

contradiction, people act as if they are at a standstill.

Because someone seems stuck in/his way, does not mean that he/she

is sick or weak, but that he/she i's,.sAineone who, most of all, is

ready to change. It is important to7spond nOt to that static

4
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posion of being stuck (which is a denial of he person's

strengths), but to the tools and skills which are available to

him/her in working through the crisis. It is important to listen AwarenesM
personal

to a person who feels stymied, for in that position, a person has tools

difficulty listening to others as well as to hims41f/herself.
oe.

3. Individuals bring into any crisis the strengths developed

, over a lifetime of interacting with others, resolving issues, and

taking care of themselves (even though, for the moment thesK,keem

to have lost touch with their strengths). As the planner responds Building c
strategic

to a person's demonstrated strengths and resources. he has available

for problem solving, the individual begins to get back in touch

with own capacity to taKe care of himself/herself and to move

through the crisis.

4. Signifeant people (students, teachers; family) involved

in a crisis indicate their caring and concern when they seek help.

Frequently, inticrisis, What we see is considerable upset and

distan4 Implicit in the upset is powerful investment, or Declaratio
of caring

declaration of caring. The fact that people are seeking help

.116

shows a desire to reduce the ditanuL If we respond to the dis-

tance alone, we deny this iHrlii,:Lt caring message. A person

can give recognition to both messages, helping each person involved

in the crisis "hear" the ciring.

5. Teachers and students, or parenrc Aml (ii.-iren frequently

respond to the turmoil and disagreement of a crisis by attempting

to exert control ovPr each other. TH is epecially true when



.0)

,

the situation involves addlesc,Tp who are exploring with 'etting

their own directions. These control struggles often create added
-

distance and further polarize disagreements. 'In contrast,once

individuals give up attempts to control each other and begin

taking care,of themselves, accepting responsibility for their own

choices arid their own consequences, they can begin to,share their

feelings and ask for what they wantin a way that facilitates

movement through ,crisis. The goal is to work toward sharing

within a context of personal responsibility, thereby allowing

people involved in the crisis to experience ways of communicating

which allOw them to arrive at their own conclusion.

6. Often people in crisis put most of their energy into

seeking "answers," asking "why," searching out reasons for the

crisis. Also, individubls frequently feel a need to recount the

whole history of events leading up to the crisis. Whether

intended or not, this usually amounts to an attempt to fixthe

blame for the situation that has occurred, ar leads to uestion-

ing each other in a punitive way. This kind of behavior generally

cont'..lues the static condition of the crisis and may often result

in increased distance and the delivery of 'irrational ultimatums.
I

The responsibility of the planner is to focuS on the resources

and skills which are availahle vithin he relationship and to

respond to the individuals in termserms of what they want from each

other from now on.

Educational planning involves more than crisis intervention.

In fact, this function involves more than planning educational

haringaring
re

VI3.
Control
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Focus on
future, not
past



schedules and curric lum selections, as the term might imply. )1/
The foctA is on educational pla'nning as rgleted to all aspects

of lifepresent and future. Educational decisions and plans

are made in the context of several life roles settings and

events. Educational planning is any ongoing developmental

process comprised of a series of tasks, decisions and experi-

_erces. The activities involved are varied, including indi-

vidual and group conferences, curricular and extra-curricular

experiences, parent conferences, program planning, etc. Staff

competency requirements are. numerous, but can be categorized

and described in siSt basic skill areas: Listeninn and

responding; focusing on st.,-nnnths; problem solving.skills;

clarificatioNq redirection; and negotiation.

1. , Listening and responding. This is a resnonse process

also called "active listening" aimed at facilitating productive

movement by reflecting primarily underlying feelings, which are

those feelings that lie one step below what is explicit in the

speaker's statement. The goal is to contract the caring, which

we assure ultimately motivates anyone s-F+ing to work. By

listening and lnttino another person know we ar listenihn, we

"get with" 1.hat person in a wan that enc ourages-personal growth.

one of the most importW ,farts of this first skill involves

listenine for the 110;itoie message in the scTaker'!:, statement.

This aso helw-, the person in crisis to hear the "flip-side"

of his/her own messane, For example: "I'm reallv angry at my

teacher. 'The doesn't even seem to knnm that I miss her class.

94
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She never2call on me."

--- Response: "It, ounds like it's.ree Iy impOrtant to you to ,have

some recognition from your teacher." We then use the positive

message we are h ring-to reflect the uns4ted desire for action

in the person's ctzunications. We. work with how the person would,

like'to have things b ferent in order to initiate action toward

establishing a startiLOace for change .y examplelhe above
c

statements mi be followed with: "Jt. sounds like you are feeling

ignored by "Aimr teacher; you'd like to have some attention from

her." Acitive listening is a way of moving with the pen in

crisis;/We first get in touch with the pain of the situation

throu0 our recognitiorlof ic, moving finally to a place where the

individuaf is ready to think about personal goals Tand action

strategies.

2. Focusing on strengths. Used in conjunction with active

listening, this is one of the most crucial aspects,of planning.

Throughout the whole helpinefOrocess, we respond to the skills

and resources which we'see and sense the person. t!e can Identipiing
personal

focus nn what the nerson is doing for himself herself in strengths
lk

,,

coming to seek assistanrE, in geciling ,,to make t ings different,

and in cllrifying personal goals Oe can point to post

successes in using stre6g7 to with crises or Problems,.

3. Problem solving skills_ The importance of liO.oninq

for and working with a cl nr;t' o,rn -.,trenciths and feelings is that

the person -in.thi help nn fJE!cri con having to take



responsibility for solutions to the situation. We listen fob. the

Problem
direction which students prefer, and feel best about, Ad help them so4ving

ski
decide how to best move in that direction. 1

4. 7arification. The essence of 'this skill area is in)

helpirj students think through the various situational alternatives;

open ended questions help the student to explore personal attitudes
Alternative

and knowledge re ated to the planning of problem solving situation. solutions

We specify and defi with the student' irections for the session,

feelings, wants, alternatives, decisions, consequences, and

/ communication between people invOlved in the decision.

j
5. Redirection. Thifskill is possibly the most potent one

required in educational plannN The goal of communication is

f r significant people involved in the decision or crisis situ- e
,o

c,

to talk to each other in constructive ways. To Acomplish

this, all messages between individuals must be c3parly interpreted

\ and understood. Each person needs to listen to the messages of

'thers until ell arrive at a common *sage. nextystep is
---

to increase le acceptance of the commu icaon. Then the

facilitator shares the agreed-upon message with the person in

the rgym lor closely concerned with the particular statement.

The purpose of this is to provide a mode of effecative commun-

ication and to "break the ice." The final step is for the

facilitator to step opt of the process efld hAe pac .00rson give

,those same 6ssAes directly to'each other, again after arriv4ng

at an agreed upon message (through the listening-reflecting

96
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process). The kinds of messages we can agree on have built on

these things:

a) Messages that do not blame or punish

b) I statements/owning a statement

c) Positive statements as, opposed to negative

d) Statements the other person can hear (that do
not cause defensiveness)

6. Negotiation. This skill may or may not be used in

educational planning. Often, once people are able tb hear each)

other's caring messages, they feel they can deal with important<A)

t issues or problems by themselves-. Howeve we consider

negotiating to be a skill we can teach to person if,this is

something wanted. The negotiation 6process involves first identi-

fying, the need to have things 9anged from each persoh's point of Vegotiativn
with othersview, so that all have a vested interest. Then'it is importalt involved

to focus on one issue at a and it is best that it be fairly

non-controversial for a first negotiation. Then explore, the issue,
%

gettin7 each to explore personal feelings, in order to determine

what each member wants. All the while, each person A the &Isis

As given respowAhility for arriving at an acceptable,solution,

)that is, for (Ach to distinguish perial "wants" from "needs;",
\

what is non- negotiable, how much is negotiable. After ag4emen

are reached. it may or may not he useful to establish consequenc
4- D,

for breaking them. This depends upOn whether members feel they are

needed. Often those involved in a confrontation feel so good about

97



I
reaching agreements that they don't want to even think about pr-v

the possibility of seth4cks.

p

(
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Activity 32

Art-Med School Dilemma
)

Purpose: to provide the participant's with an opportunity to

experienma role-play situation involving an

educatidnal planning problem.

" Instructions:

ki

4,
Your leader will ask for volunteers to assume lithe

various roles in this situation.

Situation: ,A senior high school student Wants to be an artist;

his father is really set on his beige' a medical

doctor. The student has been taping courses to\

prepare for Medical School and,is at thi to of

T-H5 SHOULD

.

poP THAT DUMB
1EDICAL SCHOOL

A, I

\
DREAM'

4

4

t

A
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IT

6.

4

4

of his class. Crisis: The student was accepted by

a major medical school. The, approaching deadline for

sendivi initial papers to medicat,school has put,the

student in areal crisis, because accepting would

seriously strengthen a commitment to a life career
(

he does not really want. 'In-order to sort out the

feelifins of not wanting to'di . .,k. nt parents vs.(-

not wanting to gO to medical tc ool, the student 44

came into the Center for help. After clarif,inq his

thoughts and feelings within the educational planRing

precess, the student detides on hian to apply to

art school and sends' a letter rejecting his acceptance

to medical school. The parents are enraged. The

principal is enraged because her top student was her

I

example of "success" that she held up before other

students and the community.

4, 10d
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Activity '32

School Dilemma

Ask partic ants to read)he situation on the,
activity handout. ask. far Volunteers to assume

\*#

the var roles. f you ha e some reservations
.

about bayNt'able to get a nteer witpi.sUfficienT-4

skill to modelithe role of#a- erson (counselor v

.\ ve"'teacher) facilitatiO the edu ationai planning process, t

you may wish t play that role rslf.
dP

In-settinai the people fort14 roles you

might help them id ify withthe role moreNcloseli

1:).suggesticig that role' playing acrd empathetic responding
.arfery in requirements. -1

Following the role, play A 'group discussioti shoUld

be conducted. Comments by the ,larger 'group can focus.

on such topiCs as (1) skills involve, (2) aiternyive

solutions or process strategies, and (3) ident4fiption-

of similar problems which might be_confrerted in
7

educational planhing.

t
of
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'EVII. ENV I RpNM tTAL4 ARP RAI SAL

4.

Environmental anpraii< is the nrocess by whiq -we continually

.evaluate school pro9rams and trends in order to deteeficiencies

flso includes .staying up-tisdate on. new
wd

Environmental
4

appraisal is aimed at monitoring,the\general effectivenets of the

or problems. This function

theories or approaches to e
r.

cation and learning.

fschool in'promoting student learning and es such is\moi-e of dn.

(.
indt7tt appraisal function 'than the previo,usly.mentioned assets-

ment function.

All school

th

have tome environmental appraisal, but these

programs'Nva'ry 1' de initibn,.proOse, formality,- and lev0. of

.
.

_
.,;

;.Y4temizatton. 'At .sre vel,---- formal or informal., every scho'l
,/

asks quettiOns about the effectiveness of its' instructional Oogriam
.

in promoting )ea

specitic,types o

rning among ttudents in general.ai wee' as-

students. This train*n117151aage

more systematic inquiry into-the extent and nature of the'instrUE=

tional-prtgram at it related to prombling student.learning.-fr.The
-

4'

four., here is upon three major approa b s that maybe'use4 to
e

generate hypotheses about the effectivTess of the'schoOl prog

The fjrtt strategy requires administration of trAtrAntt to, ass

the psychological climate present in segments of the sChOol. If

ystematTgrtampling is undertaken using the instruments tolassess

Appraisal of
fa tore

-reLatin_ to

rilltudeT#

lecivinfj

,

school climate, then generalizations atitrat the school and specific
. .

segmentslithinit-m4Y bemage' There 'are a number'ofcli0Ote



insfr umcnts available which may be adapted to suit individual

school needs. The Career Guidance Climate' Scales, to to used in

Activity 33, are,included is example's of instruments designed to

elicit'Perceptions-of school .effeAtiveness in promoting:student

Thathing.

r.

It
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Career Guidance Climate Scales
_

Outline ind'Ins ructions
,

I. Teacher Feedback Inventory

Purpose: Pejeption of the quality of classroom teachers
functioning in the school. Primartly for student
response b'u directions can be modified for edu-,
cator's if gvaluation of peer feedback.

Use: Negative response's. on a majority of the items would
be indicative.on,repressive school climate. Each
item deserves attention to check practices that may
justify staff development training in an area.

4P

IL. Personal Problem Solving

Purpose: Perception of potential helpers and their relation-
ship to typical concerns. Primarily for student
response. Staff can compare their pr ictions of
studeft response.

se,: 'fic!. Failure to choose school staff plus ma I don't
.,khow" responses may be indicative of closed commu-
ication in school. Potential orgipization procedures
-and guodance program emphases may be suggested by

.

Air > individual items.
-1*

-
'V"14'

..* .

kn. Sc ool Commbnications.
V

Pu pose: Per!eption of relattOnships among key groups and
functionvies. .Students and staff can' respond to

' tills
, inventory. ,

Use Provides checkon communications break downs and
'and possible power struggles. Conflicts between0 X,

groups can be fprOught out into the open.

103'
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TEACHER FEEDBACK INVENTORY

Directions: Please indicate how characteristic,(or "trues) each
statementis of the teachers in your school.

(A) Most teachers (morPthan 75%)
(R) Many teachers (between 50% and 75%)
(C) Some teacherS (between.25%.and 50%)
(D) Very few teachers (less than 25%)
(E) Can't say, no opinion

1. Teachers clearly outline and organize their cours A C D E
4

2. Teachers encourage classroom discussion. ABCDE
3. Teachert make the class material relevant to

current trends and events.

44Teachers involve students in the choice of class
goals and classroom activities.

5. Teachers give friendly help to any student having
problems with classwork.

6. -Teachers make sure that students understand the
work that is done in class.

7: Teachers are fair and impartial when,gradinn Or
.evaluatihq student assignments. .4

8. Teachers maintain proper control- hot too much,
not too lie le.

9. ..hers encourage students to do independeht
work.

10. Teachers Are understanding f students' academic
stress. .

11. Teachers stimulate students to think and bet

12. feathers-succeed in making their courses
interesting to students.

- 13. Teachers are clear about what the!' expect inNs
assignments and tests.

104
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ABCDE

ABCD

ABCDE

C D E

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

A B C D.E
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14. Teachers encourage students -to pursue
their special tal s, abilities, and
interest .

15.. Teachers genuine about what happens
to students.

16. Teachers help stu
experience success.

o adequately

17. lea0ers encourage students,to help each.
otherNlearn.

18. Teache'rs do not make/a "big thing" d'r
student mistakescin Class.

19. Teachers provide opportunities for
students to discuss things that are
important to them.

20. Teachers provide enough .guidance to Insure
that each student knows where he/she is
now and where he/she is going.

(
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._ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE
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ABCDE
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''
PERSONAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Directions: Ifyou felt you needed advice in any of the following
, areas, who would be the one person in each area you,

would most likely turn to,first for advice or help?

Person I would turn to first:
%

(A) Teacher.
(B) School counselor '44-
(C) Parent .

,.

(D Clergy-minister, priest,
(E Other adult not in the, family

i.(F Someone my own age )

(G) I wouldtyy to solveAhe problem by myself
(H) I don, tvlinow

Area .

4t,",?

la

1. Adjusting to shool ABCDEFGH
2. Advice about college

O
admissio ABCDEFGH

3. Classwork concerns 4 A B C D E F G H
*to,

4. Relations with the opposite sex A B' C D E-F G H

5.. Personal problems .--4?1CDEFGH

6. Choosing a vocation

7. Trouble with reading o'r stUdying
skill

8. Finding a job .during school

9.Solvingafiancial problem

O. Finding la after graduation,

11. Ethical or moral problems

1'12. Drugs

13., Teacher confTict

ABCDEFGH
*v'

D E F

A BCI.EFGH

'ABCDEFG'H

ABCDF',FGH:

A '13 C D E. F G 'H

A B c p-E F G H.

B. -C EFIGH(,
.

r

1 3
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It

14. 4RA.pial problems
'

15. - Parent 'orifli cts

ABCDEFGH
AB.CDEFGH

16. Religiout commitments A'BCDEFGH,
17. Getting Yakpfg yiiih friends- oPeli? ABCDEFGH
18. Joining clubs or social grouti AB'CDEFGH
19. Buying a car A B C. D-E F G H

20. Finding eui how I affect others ABCDEFG,

4 fr,

4-

a,

4.



SCHOOL CORitUNICATIONS

Directions: In general, how good is the communication or personal
relationships between.the following persons or groups
at your sabootIr

(A) Very ,poor
(B) Fairly poor

a (C) Fairly good
(D) Very good
(E) Can't say

1. Student leaders with other students

2. Students with other students

3. Students of one race with students
of another

4. Teachers with college bound students

.5. Tekhers with work bound students

6. Tea" with other teachers

4. Teachers with counselors

8. AdONnk 4..s with students

9. A8.mi ors with teachers

10. Administrators with counselors

%

11.. Furents with teachers

12. Parents with counselors
f,, .0.

W is
13. Counselors with college bOund'students

14. Counselors with work'b 9undOpden*and
4 042i,.

15. Students-with pare

..,-.1- .

74 *:
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ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE
A B C D E

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

ABCDE

fAE3CD'E

ABC,DE

ABCDE
A B CI) ,Eik

ABCDE

,
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These instruments were developed by the, Georg
R

areer

Guidance Project. Results obtained by these instruments reveal

the retpondents' perception of the gental environment as well as
A

the teacher(s) or helper(s) style and process. With minor changes

these same instruments may be useful for reviewing a specific
-, . _ .

teacher, helper, or class of teachers- (social studiell science,

math, Educational Development Center staff!helpers).

A second strategy usefUl in spotting' learning prohlms or

inhbitors to learning include thejnonitoring of dada aliNdy

available in most schools. &How well thelchoOT in general is
4))

responding to learning needs may be determined 10) review'cf

standardized test resultt and drop out rates. If the student
.

population mean ability score is signi icantly different from

fthe expected mean on any atifevement subtest, there is reason

to inquire in more detail about the discrepancy. If failure

rates in 'a given subject matter area ate unusually higher th n

might.. be expected on standardized test results, this Mieht'also
,

privide a warning signal. Whenever predictions and:reSults are

grossly out of line, it is time to: (1) review 6ipectetions-of
t

faculty, (2) determine the effectiveness of the teaching process,
...

.1 C -'

(3) ,conduct a study habits tpventory4Among stu-depts, (4) or
0

re-evaluate past promotional .policiesandstandards. ,

,

As atOule-Oilhumb, a school Iiiop-out rate tfliii exceeds.'v .A.
, m '

. a 1' i1.
2$ per entqbetween grades 7 and 12 ins cause liar alarm.!1 Reviews '.% . ..-' 3

\____ ;similar

Jay

4

o those suggested above _Might be applied here.

log

. 1



Additional indicatdrs of learning problems or inhibitors {to
4

learning that signal cause .for alarm and action are: (1) schedule

change requests out of proportion for a particular teacher or

course offering, (i2) highly skewed grade distribution of student

ability (3i unusually high rate of absenteeism,m, and (4) unusually

high failure rate(s).

A third strategy calls for the direct administration of a

study habits Inventory as a part of the standardized testing

program.' Many schools form committees of faculty, students, and
(parents to construct such inventories, wh4le'others select.instru-

ments this type available from educational and test publisbqrs.,,.

(One such instrument is the Study Habits Chec,c List published byA

Science.Research AssociateS.) An.improZ/ed:study habits inventory

might be derived by combining typical data from an inventory with

results of diagnostic tests in reading, writing and mathematics.

4-4
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Activity 33

Purpose: to experience typical educational environment

appraisal scales.

Complete the Career GuidInce Climate Scales as

administered by the'leader.

o

ti
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c.

`Activity 33

eded.: a copy of each of the three Career Guidance Climate'

,Scales fet(Och team memer. (Provided in the

par*TOiajlianUai.)

Administer the°Career Guidance Climate Scales asking

t each team member to complete each scale as e/she perceives

the situation to be from their own perspective. Switch

instruments indicriminately and

results.

kA diseussion should focus on whit members learned

a grOupftal ;of the

from the experience. If reasons are given why these scales

might not work, reflect affect but redirect attention to

what is learned from this scale. lth,,

Did the scales affil t Or enhance their perception of

the school learning climate? Would this experience be

recommended fir students, teachers, pargnts? If so who

would implement the process and Clow?

t

L-63
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,Activity 34

Purpose: to develop an environmental appraisal program.
P

Instructions: Design an environmental appraisal plan' ford your

4

.school, remembering that the goal of such a plan

is to produce a learnin f roftle for pur school

and to provide for y6ur school a vehicle for

keeping.school, staff in touch wig proven

processes that promote student learning.

The enclosed Figures 1 and 2,ere examples of how

an tion.4plan might look in format. This type

of at provides quick visual identification

research activities, priorities, and respon-
.

sibilities. This type of action plan might be

adapted to fit the needs of your school.

1.
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Activity 34

40

Needed: (1) school, district, state data on drop-out rate;

(2) completed copy of thendardized testing program
for the school wig results summary;,

(3) a copy of a study habits checklist,sif available.

If participants experience difficulty with adapting

these examples, you might direct them to the three alter

natives noted in the introduction too this section. Your,'

summarizing discussion should focys on what changes par-

ticipants made in thle examples and why these changes

seemed desirable. Your final comments, should focus on

how this plan will be implemented in partiCipant schools'
.

who will be responsible for it, who,will coordinate ihe

data collection, how often it will be repeated, how the

administration will be convinced that it is needed.
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VIII. CENTER ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the learning activities presented in this training

manual you have been asked to participate frequently. Most of the

activities have been designed to actively engage you in a dynamic

process of learning about important dimensions of a student's world

at school. In this package you have been engaged in experiential

learning designed to help you learn from your own actions, prac-

tices, and perceptions., This same approach might be adapted in

your own,classrooms and offices.' Such adaptations seem desirable

because pupil-centered learning experiences generate more long-

term recal of principles than teacher-tenter learning; because

students se
c
m to devote mere energy to learning through doing

than through listening to lectures; and because teachers of nigh-

J,

achieving classes tend to accept, clarify, and adopt student ideas
[

significantly more often than teachers of low-achieving classes.

In the Educational_Envirlbnment package you have beep partici -/

'pating in exercises designed to niocjel greater student involvement

in le? -ping. Practices such as tutoring, advisipg, planning, and

teaching for learning skills development usually can most effec-

tively be developed by eOleriencing the need, the proceSs,,,and the

result. Pooling one,'Is experience with the experiences of 'her(

leads to better anticipation of individual differences in

a skill. -his enables teachers to plan for learning experiences

that sh
I reach liMtr numbers of the target group. Yet, we

might add that the developers of this package do Value lecture,

Greater
student
involvement



books; and authorities who represent content mastery. The issue

here is a question of presentation and sequence of events in learn-

ing. Learners are most apt to respond well or learn material pre-

sented to them when they experience a readiness (personal need) for
4 a

the material to be presented and when they experience' the relevance

or the Material to their needs.

While there are a number of.skills required for teacher roles,

the principal focus-in this training package has been on the use of

procedures that promote learning. The listing below indicates

some of the procedures that were utilized. You may wish,to adopt

some of these for your own classroom needs.

Procedures
Th

Brainstorming
Processing Skills (see also Values Clarification)

'Values Clarification
Mini-Lecture
-Case Presentations
Modeling
Role Play

Communication Training (Listening & Responding)
Structural Discussion (see Processing Skills)
Motivators (Stimulus Statements, games, warm-ups)

'The next listing shows facilitative procedures as they might

be applied in providing the functions of the Center.

4

CT--Communication Training
RP--Role Play
r1'- -Case Presentatjon
VC --von5, Clar'icatinn
[0,--Frain-;torrling

Procedures
that
promote
learning



,'
J'Unctions Facilitative Procedures,

! Nducational Planninii CT, RP-/
A

iTUtoring CT, RP

AssessMent
0 'CP

Problem Solving_ CT, .RP

Environmental AppraiSal CP

Learning Skills- VC, BS .

44,

Now that you are more aware of the teacher skills and

dures that promote learning, and how use of these skills and

procclures can be prdmoted through an, ducational Development

Center. Discussion will center of Staff Development, and
A

Facility Development.



7

A.: Staff Develooment

4

Staff Development.i:; the critical support function/for 01

j
other.Center functions.describe&in'the EduCatI4 nal Environment

package. If the educational environment is to bgeome emotiOnally .

and intellectually.satisfying continuous upgrading 0f-skills and

examination of work related ,attitudend values is necessary.

Staff Development should t 1

. I

1) Training of Ce ter staff lo carry out all Center,.
functioresueh.a ses.smpnt_tuti-n4,.and learn-/
ing, skills improvem ht. Such trainin9 should be
conducted prior to rogram implementation, and
thereafter perio caljy to upgrade skills.

\.2) Ongoing assAtanee to staff in handing difficult
problems... ConsultStion'among, Center staff should
be provided in thE orgerizational development of
the Center. When a staff member feels unCoMfor't-
ab4e with his/her lbIlity td respond,to fOecial.'

. problem presented- by a' student, he/s1-ie m request
staff.consultdtion. 1-.l. '.

,...
,

'3) Trainjng teachers and other_schogi persomjel who
are not offlcjal members of the Center Staff) ilr

more effective ways'to he stivietIts-learn, Skill.

areasinclude:
i

-

. ,

e) identifying; 1oa-ifrv; p!r)blems
b) tutdring
c) cy4g-iting a'larrinq eviT-onment

1) giving crdIve cncouyagin
studentc,i.'t.) aersonal
neeL and itev--r

2)' cf-.;21,ns ant) c-ontri-
- , 1,0dont does

,m,

knnwieLlgc7.

,
, 3 ) t i ri y v rp.!;.r-,lent ass--



.1%

4) impro g clasroom management; promoting
open communicOtion, maximizing involvement,
utilizing task group*s, grading,subgroUping.

5) giving positive messages about learning;
encouragement rather than discouragement.

Levels of Training

In Staff Development it is important to clarify the objective

of training -or level of Training. "The objective will varvwith

different target groups and will vary it different tmes4vith the

same target groups. This package assumes three possible levels of

training. Each level dpuilds on, the level :)efore and,adds a new

. dimerion.

1) AwarenesS. The purpose..-, tc. the'staff member 4ware

of where he/she is: what his/her strengths. and limitations are in

skill development:, and What' v ,1.,:e7. titudes he /she holds

toward students' and, teaching, Oc;',em;:,ht is Nt the objective of

this training, although i may occur s.om .

2) .lodeling. The ultimat t2ra%9ing is to get the

stti member ,from h,0;1/he, !s ,.:flere.heiThe amiht to be:
.1; A

Only then.-can sty;; hecor sck,.nt attitudes-

and behaviL

type .of trai n-

rp q-;Ve

behavior nee,', to -r]Han

ing is movem.:r:,

post-aware

(Jr

3) racilitatlir:

staff member. to

enUle the

StEjf members

11111.-
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#46

$

not only model good skills, but also relate to students and plan

experiences for tihem that will enable them to acquire. skills. The

staff members ab lity telpromotemovementin students is the

-objectivei;f facilitation.

L.
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Activity,\35

Training Teachers

S.

Purpose; to provide a sample training,Rxercise for improving

teacher effectiveness and encouraging facilitative

teaching.

Instructions: The workshop leader will provide you with a

structure for listing Your typidal faciTitative

n-facilitative respones to students.

121
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Activity. 35

Training Teachers

s /

Purpose: to provide a sample training exercise for improving

teacher effectiveness.

You may wish to solicit from the team potential issues for

consultation with teachers. The decision will probably be based

on team readiness for participation at this point and time avail-

able. If team input is solicited, make it quick and furl. You

/1
may with to use brain'storming with subgroups.

Suggested Exercises

There are a number of exercises that might I introduced at

this point for member participation. Each of/LW-skill areas

suggested for teacher consultation and training could be developed

a an exercise. The one which follows is intended to serve as an

example. It has value for team training and probably, could he

used with many teacher groups to enf4nce their awareness and prac-

tice of more "facilitative" teaching. (This term was borrowed

4
from Facilitative Teaching: Theoxjr and Practice by Joe Wittmer

and Robert D. Myrick; Goodyear Publishing Company, 1974) They

imply that teaching is concerned with ,promoting academic, social,

and personal growth. Facilitative is characterized as a teacher

4
providing learning situations where learning is:
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N4)/ Meaningful to the learner

2) voluntary

3) self-initiated

4) self - ,evaluated

5) feellng-oriented

Optional exercise: (set time limits for each step)

Step 1

(Group Activity) Ask the team members to'generate quickly a

list of verbal responses that teachers and other school staff use

that convey negativism toward students. Encourage their listing

of subtle as well as blatant responses.

Step 2,

(Individual Activity in the group) Next ask each team member

to identify his or her own most common negative response and to

identify actual responses that could be substituted in the future

to make the interaction positive. Individuals may be asked to

voluntarily share their work and findings.

'sk team members to develop a series of short statements that

can be used as stimulus statements by a student calling for teacher

response. When the group has finished they will have an exercise

for possible use in awareness and communication skill building for

teachers and Center staff.

Step 3
4)

Conclude this exercise by asking team members to keep track of

their successes in substituting positive for negative responses and

L-66



to share these successes with the team. They may do this for any

specified period of' time--but specify the time (day, week, etc).

........11s

L-67
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Three activities are presented next for your participation.

The first (Activity 36) is a simulation (role play) for developing

criteria for good teaching. It also provides a standard stimulus

event,for group observation'of teaching in action, allowing

trainees to experience both teacher and learner roles in the'same

situation. The practice opportunities with group feedback are

limited only by the time and interest of participants:- This exer-

cise seems satisfactory for use in training Center staff for a

number of functions.

The second exercise (Activity 37) in this part of the package

is desiflned to help yo,u identify skills and nractice applying

them in situations where consultation by Center staff with school

personnel might he possible.

The Last exercise (Activity 38) is designed to help your team

(1) review the design considerations for your team training, and

(2) develop a plan and specific training designs for the staff

development function of the Center staff.
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Activity 36

Identifying and Practicing Effective Teaching Skills.

Purpose: to reveal how one person verbalizes, rephrases, assists,

leads, directs, and in other Ts, teachers.

h.

As a team, identify individual skills or knowledges held by

-members of the team. These skills or knowledges should be simple,

discrete, possiblyunknown to several other team members, and apa-

ble of being mastered by a learner in a short time (10 minutes).

All team members will need to identify a skill or knowledge as

described above--this will provide material for assuring the role

of "trainer." Examples of such skills or knowledges are: a certain

dance, whistling,. puttinggolf ball, putting a ring on a stick-k

a string attached to each, drawing -a realistic human figure, draw

acrooked line, working a yo-yo, knitting, macrame, throwing darts,

pitching' pennies in a waste baskee, etc.

to/
The next step is to pair off trainer and. learner for demon-

strP1.n for the remainder of the team. The skill or knowledge

is now to be taught to the learner.

The third step is obtaining feedback. The trainer should

start by sharing conditions and factors that he felt effected the

training session. This is followed by learner feedback. The-

learner and observers may find it helpful to use a rating scale

or structured response form for feedback. This form can nrohahly

123
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best be developed after one or two simulations have been complete

ThIs will allow, a better idea of what help -is needed in making

observation. Suggestions to get st4rted include answering the

following:

(1) was the task easy to follow?

(2) did the learner feel he knew what was expected?

(3) did the learner understand why he should...learn this?
and was he'helped'to feel it was of personal importance?

(4) did the learner feel stupid or put down?

(5) was the trainer patient?

(6) was.the procedure clearly-identified and outlined step
by step? (was it manageable?)

(7) was, there opportun!ty for practice?

(8) did the trainer use support and encouragement?

(9)\ did the trainer seem excited or bored?

e'OurthIstep is to repeat the -'--Mtion with a different,

iii:4-71be -simulations should contique until all team members

ce to be the .

I
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Activity 36

A Keep the trainer -in role focus(nq on identifying factors or

conditionS Oaeffecied the learning. kelp keep the trainer,

learner, and team from making value judgments--"that was ood-or,

I did a good job or that was terrrible," etc. MI may wish to

engage the team in a discussion about the effect that making valug

judgments has on teachers and 1- earners.) Let the learner level of

skill acquisition determine the effectiveness of the learning

process used and encourage descriptive comments while critiquing.

The specific aspect of the learning process involved should be

identified and suggestions made for improvement, as necessary.

. These aspects"should be explore'd by trainer and learner before

the,observers do so in detail.

Limit' feedback to about 15 minutes per mulation. Discus- ,

sion to tease out general principles of learning and training may

"last longer.

You may want to set up a learner to assume various specific'

attitudes or paces of learning to provide experience for the -

trainer in working with a v&iety of types of learners. (Slow

learner or superior attitude, etc.) This should be unknown to all

other team members.

The discussion that'follows the planned simulatinn (difficult)

learner characteristics) could focus on who felt frustration and

impatience. Did frAstration show and how? What happened differ-

ently in the two simulations? Was the trainer aware? Was the

learner aware?

L-68
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Activity 37

Consulting Skills PraCticee

'(Role play-Simulation)

This eercise can be a case presentation following the guide-.

lines presented for role play ( "sododrama, AnpendixA). /

Counseling /Consulting Skills Inventory that is-included here can be

Used effectiAly.for-providing feedback.

Only two situations are presented here and you may wish to

develop additional situations for your training and for training

center staff., Role play is to continue until all team

had an opOortbihity to nractice taking the rc,

n the situation. Feeo. sessior rollow

each ro:L. ,-.ved simulation,

.Situation A,

A teacher is-using a lot of subgrouping (task groups) in her

clIpsroom to encourage participation/involvement of students. The

principal 5 highly. critical Lf the nOse and chair disorder in

her classroom. is talking casually to a teacher who happens to

be a Center taf.'f member.

Situation P.

A teacher has assign'ed 'comic hooks, True Confessions, Popular.

Science and shop manuals for. students in Friglisfi, who are pcior

readers and trouhlemakers. The students have made definite pro=

gress. The principal ctiscovers the reading material and orders

125
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P.

I
the teacher to get rid of this "trash" and get back to the District

approved reading material. The teacIler drops into the teachers'

lounge and makes an angry comment--','Mr. Roseberry can go jump in

the lake -'I've had it with him and I hope -h-e takes the damn English

texts with A Center staff member is present.
0

s.

126
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AO

COUNSELING /CONSULTING SKILLS INVENTORY *,"-

e

NAME OF PERSON BEING DESCRIBED: -1

(A) Indicate for ea& gueltlon the rating, (1 -7); that most neri
describes your own dt*t experience with the person'being'

\

described.

1. He find bout what kind of help i want, what I expect from him,
and what limitations I wani: to pUt on our work together.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -- Always

2. He is clear about the kinds of help he feels he can and can't
give, and 1, t he expects from' me.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Always

3. He take's time to find out what the pMplem really is.

Hardly ever - -1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 -- Always

t 4. He seems to care whether I accomplish what I want.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 Always

5. He asks the kinds of questions that help me think things
through.

. Hardly ever -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Always

6. He really listens to me_and under4a6dsmy point of view.

';,Hardly ever -1 2 3 4 5 )6 7 Always

7. H seems to.understand hls own motivations, biases and
sl erotypes.

Hardly ever -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Always

8. When there is an important, though poss\bly unpleasant, issue
to face she helps me to confront it.

- Hardly ever - -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -- Always

9. He makes.ime feel'supported and not judged.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 Always

.00

( ti
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1 la

)1

;7)

10 We stop_from time to time to evaluate how we r..e working
together.

Hardlylever--- 2 3,, 5 6 .7 Always).

.

11. tie helps me(expinre alternatives without pushing hisesolutions,

. 4 'Hardly evOr-1-, 2 3 4 5 6' 7f1,7,- Always

.

12. He helps me.progre$,s in a generally orderly Nay from defining
the problem, through fact-finding, synthesis,/exploring and
testing solutions, to planning actiolkand follow-up.

Hardly ever--1 '2 3 4 5 6 7- Always

13. He willingly accepts the fact that the problem an4 the ulti
mate responsibility for solving it is.mine, not his.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Always

14. As a result of his help, I become more-capable ofseving
future ptoblems myself.

Hardly ever--1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Always

(B) After rating eachlof the preceding questions, please go back
now 'and circle the three'items where you feel improvement
would benefit him most.

(C) Each of us seems to have a "natural" or preferred style of
attempting /n help another person. Some of these styles are
more appropriate to certain situations than thers. The most
effective helping are probably those who are lexible enough
-) use a variety of styles,' selecting the one Most appropriate
to the situation of,the moment. The following re descriptions
of some of these helping styles. Mark whether the person
being described is "doing O.K." with each style, "needs to do
more" of that style, or "needs to do less" of that style.

128
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1---Needs to do more ,

2---Doing O.K.
31Needs to do less

4

6

ito

Style
1

.

Stimulates Othtrs to take action through their- 1 2 3

own insights, understanding, choice, etc.
61arif1es. questions, reflects what is happening.

PROCESS Helps others examine the prdcess of their 1 2 3

SPECIALIST interaction with each other or the situation.
Makes observations about what he sees
happening, suggests ways to examine pro6ess
issues.

(COUNSELOR -Aelps the cl ent understanding and decide 1 2 3

onaction himself by reflectimgthe ofle its
feelings back to him more cl4arly, b a ing

queWons for clarification or for/ eloping
alternatives. Sometimes suggests lternatilves

from his own experience.

PROBLEM Helps solve a specific problem. ost,af
2

the Ll 2 3

SOLVER information comes from the situation or the
other9eople involved, although lie may bring

informationnformation or apply his personal judgment.
Often sugge, methods..

EXPERT ',Brings special knowledge or skill to the client 1 2 3

and may recommend a specific course or.action.
He.,kluestions in order to facilitate-his own
diagnosis. He may be expert,in the process or
in' the content of the situation.

ADVOCATE Bring'St definite point of view regarding the 1 2 3'

Situation or the solution and acts in a way to
have his point-ofi,vtew prevail.

Make least one suggestion which you think would help the.
person described further improve his counseling/consulIng skills.
Include comments on behaviors that you think are particularly y
effective and that you would encourage him to. cohtibue.

* The masculine pronoun is tci,ber re in a generic sense,
meaning he or she, in accordance-with c rent non-sexist usage.
The original instrument is reprinted he nchanged and unedited.
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1. Activity 37

\cNe
/

Consultation--Cente Problemf

.Weed: Several copies of "Co \n$eling4Consulting Skills Inventory
, for each-teaM member:.:. , 4 .

Instructions: As suggested in the narrative introducing this

content area, 'ou may wish,to conduct a sociodrama

as this activity's focal point. If so, you should

consult Appendix A for Suggestions.

If you feel a bit uncomfortable;about conducting a

f611-scare sociodrama, u can acctrplish_similar

goals, through a AltIonal simulation Or role-.

play situation. In either ce you will protiab:,I,

need to embellish the roles wKh further descriptive

comments.

In the follow-up discussion guide the group toward

conSideration of alternative positive strategies.

Consensus is not necessary, or even desirable. The

purpose,is to model a case presentation or con-
t.

ference staffing which is,seen as a part of the

Center functions.

E-69
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Activity 38

Detailing the Staff Oevelopment Function.

Purpose: to design a Staff Development" -Plan

The product to be achieved during this exercise is an outline

of identified responsibilities for Center staff deve opment and for

17-

staff development for each of the Center functions. Ideally each

team ember will complete the staff training for each of the Center

functions just as all have participated in this training package.

Important decisionsthat impinge on the issue of staff development

include the nature of the Center staffing pattern and'the inclusion

of personnel at various skill levels (professional educators, stu-

dents, volunteers). As the environmental appraisal function un-

covers new alternatives for providing functions or' for serving new

populations, and a-s staff turnover continues so will the nature of

the staff development process.

Step '1

Revivi this training package and identity the facilitative

procedures used. Critique your own training for the Educational

-Environment. Be sure to include a look at what each of you has

learhed, what you feel is still unanswered about providing Center

functions. Look also at the extent to which this package has

helped each team member to'becom7 more aware of his attitudes,

values, andtt011s related to the Educational Environment;

m-
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demonstrated (modeled) procedurei,to develop awareness and

facilitate' skills development. And finally to what extent has the

training enabled you to develop the skills needed to help others

_improve awareness and)(till in coping more successfully with the

educatiorW process?

Step 2

From the tam critigUeRf training, develop guidelines for

training staff in Center funttioqs, emphasizing processes to be used.

Step 3

Develop small task ftrhce groups according to interest and skill

by Center fuAction Tutoring, Interaction Skills, Educational

Planning, etc. Each task force should determine what skills and

resources exist within team members that can be used for training

for their function. Each should ,next identify the resources avail -

able that are not part of the team and determine how to obtain them.

Finally, each task force should develop in detail the Center staff

training and staff development to be used for their function. This

plan should include recommendations for presentation of training,

e.g; mini-courses, on-going consultation, workshops, seminars,

weekends, evenings, etc.

Step 4

The designated coordinator for Staff development should

collect each of the task force plans and develop (at a later date)

a training manual for review and final approval by the team.

q.?
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Activity 38

Staff Development Function Details

Purpose: to help participants design a Staff Development Plan

Instructions: Introduce this exercise by describing its importance.

Effective Staff development programs are the key

to positive change. Without incrErdIed motivation

and skill on the part of implementers, new program

ideas stand little chance for )stmcess.

Sten involves:two.basic tasks., Rtrst, help the

participants 7ist the proposed Center functions, and

ask them to rate themselves on a continuum as to .

their attitude, knowledge and skill. Secondlyelp

them identify (by review) the types of training pro-

cesses used in the functions on which they rated

v

themselves highest.

Step.2 requires the participants to make.use of the

information they acquired in Step I. The product

should be a list of desired processes related to

target Center functions.

Step 3 involves a current program asseswent.' Based

on identified current 'skills-; and needs for further-

skills each group should produce a specific staff

development plan for their assigned-function. You

might help them identify Resource personnel, facilities,

etc.
' L-70
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. Facility Development

The final phase ofi.this training deals directly with program

planning,and management strategies. In many ways, this stage is

the most difficult for it involves the determination and deline-

atiOn of very §pecific action plans. The content of this section .

is presented in an outline form to facilitate for implementation

of the Educational Development Center concept. At this point it

is important to mention agffilth4 the Center functions may be

coordinated and implemented without a specified facility. However,

the quality of such a program would undoubtedly be enhanced by the

'appropriation of a physical facility, or at least incorporation

into such a facility as a Carer Guidance Center.

. The specific steps to be followed in implementing the program,

are: 1) Program Establishment/Interpretation; 2) Identification

of Advisory Committees; 3) Organization of Center; 4) Management

and Administration of Center; 5) lesources Identifidation; and

6) Program Evaluation. Activities are interspersed throughout

this implementation section, however, in different form than in

the previous sections of the manual.
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Activity 39

Facility Developmft Plan

Your workshop leader will, describe the type of product

which is expected from your small task force groups for each

of the six steps outlined in this section on Facility

bevelopment.
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Step 4 should focus. on a wrap-up discussion. Leave

with a specific "Next Stop" plan.

1
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Activity 39

Facility Development Plan

Divide the group into small task forces-and ask each to

dpvelop a product for each of the'six steps suggested in this pro-,

gram planniOrphase. You can be of assistance to the talk forces

in two major areas. 'First, you need to describe (in detail) the

type of product expectecCin each of the six steps. Secondly, ,You

can be of excellent consultative help by.mixing with the grdups,

answering questions, posing,alternatives,,etc. Your only respon-

sibility isto conduct a large group discussion at the end of the

time you have set aside for,each step.

Products:

Step 1
A. List of target groups (to be sold)
B. List'of anticipated Barrier /- -and Rel ed Answers

Step 2
A. List of Professional Advisory Committee Members &

Functions
B. List of Student Advisory Committee Functions & Types

of Members

step 3
A. Method of Organizing Fiinctions/Services

(Diagram of Operations)/
B.

41
"Location of Facility, and Time Schedule

Step 4 tr

4 -4

Management/Administration--Name of Center Coordinator

., i
and Functions

,

e

Step 5
A. Rank order of Center functions
B. List of Resources by function
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Step 6
Description' of a Program Evaluation Design

A., Types of Data to be collected
B. Responsibilities--Personal
C. Methods of Presenting,Results

Leader Notes for Step 6-A.

As the team works on developing the four situations keep in

mind that a role play of eachesttuationsmay,be helpful. If role,

play is to be used roles will need to be identified'and developed-.

a setting, time, and place all need to be specified. Before elect-

ing to-use this approach see the alternative role playthat follows.

Part of the team might'serve as a jury to decide on the

'adequacy of the response to,the situation(sYbv the Center staff

in role play. The "jury" could develop a list of criteria they

will use to ev ?luate the Center staff response whtle the other

7

role players involved work on developing' their roles.. (For role

play guidelines see the attached material on Sociodrama,.Appendix,A

The discussion that follows the role play should focus on the
%

strategy of the Center staff and the needs of those asking for the

data. WO the data readily available in organized fashion? Were

visual displays used in the presentation? lhat data could have

been most appropriately displayed visually? Would the strategy

and presentation be different if used to respond to: (1) a school

board member's request.that (/enter funCtions be restricted in favor

of mo staff and physical space for some other program, (2) stu-

dent nd faculty interest in learning more about the functions and

L-73
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functioning of the center, (3) parent-teacher association interest

in knowing ways to help solicit volunteers to staff the Center?

Each team member should share his feeiing's and heal-Icings!' as

a result of the role he she assumed:

Pwas surprised that it bras
(hard to know what a board member, student, parent might think
of thi presentation)

$

f fOund myself getting
(angrylbecause I felt that the Center staff wasn't really
responding to my needs.)'

r I learned that
(as a Center staff it's not easy 'to respond to an inquirer's
needs because I felt defensike_and had a hard time listening
and determining their needs. 7

I learned th-
(as a Center staff I f t, we needed to have our data about the
Center prepared in a variety of ways and needed more visual
aids to assist in'our presentation and 'allow us flexibility.)

If the above statements aren't brought out by a role player

you as leader may suggest that you perceived these as issues or

simply raise theseas questions of the role players.

Finally, the jury of _evaluators should present to the role

players their bercepitions about the presentation or response.

If you use this role play approval you will need to provide

a set of data (from fantasy) for the "Center staff" to Use in role

play.
7

wt.

An alternative-role play could be to suggest that the'team

identify in each of the four situations the peopieghnvolved. They

/1
would then hold a ,simulated meeting of all possible inquiries to

L-74
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determine what guettions, ideas, and concerns ,they have

about the. Center. These would be noted by :a team recorder on

newsprint for use by the team in planning data to be needed and
!

means of collecting the data. The discussion suggestions for

r

the alternate role play are appropriate even for their role,play.

L-75
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Step 1. Prepiom Estiblishment/Initerpretetign. This step could be

termed selling the "Center" conce14. In order to make the Center a

-reality, the geople who give the "4" must be sold on the concept.

To sell them the following steps should be considered:

A. Identify thedifferent groups of people who must agree

that a Educational Development Center is a good idea (e.g. Princi-
,

pall,Teachers,1 ,PParents,'Student0 in order for the idea to become

a reality.
r

*v

B., Identify the major concerns ofeach group: For example,

Pr ncipal: high drop out rates, attendance problems. Identify

some way in which the Center" risponds to the concerns of each,

group (e.g. gather data on school drop out rates, show what percent

can be traced to study/learning problems); work up a presentation

which speaks to the particular concern of each particular audience

and is presented in a way acceptable to the audience (e.g. a slid:

show for parents, but probably notofor the principal.)

C. Be sure to anticipate resistances each group will offer.

(e.g. principal: This will cost too muc*)

Step 2. Identification of Advisory Committees.

A. ,Set up a Professional Advisory Committee to the Center--

compbsed of experts in relevant fields. It should also include

the "]gatekeepers" wilose support is neded before the Center can

become a reality. Advisory Committee should include parent leader

and representative from news media who, if possible, is also a

parent of a child in the school.
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Plan "A" Each person spbcializes in a service. In other

K.

1. Identify people to involve.

,

2. Identify "function" of committee--will it be advisory

or will it have real power? Carefully ,Outline the Committe'ess.

boundaries.

3. ,;Decisions to_be made: Who will chair the committee?

Who will serve as "staff" to the committee (i.e., make reports to

and for committee--take minutes, distribute minutes, etc.) What

will be the regular meeting schedule? Other decisions? .

B. Set up Student Advisory Committee (SAC), to insure that

the Center responds 6 real student needs. SAC should include stu-

dents who aredor pptentially could be clients as the majority f .c

members. - (In, short, don't pick just the school leaders who geher-

ally are not the kids with tudLudy problems.) Representatives chosen
, .

by SAC should serve on Profestional Advisory Committee. Confider

,

the same issues listed for Professional Advisory Committee.

3. Orlianizatio#of Center. -

A. Orgapzation of Services--There are two possible ways to
. .

orgfrize the services into staff responsibilities:

words, the erson or people who do "Tutoring" would specialize in-\

that area an would,not have, responsibility for,other functions

except to refer students, to other staff and provide information.
a

Exercise: Draw a diagram of this system showing how a student

would negotiate the system: Student main problem--failing Algebra--

also needs help in scheduling study time, test taking.

135
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Plan "B'' EaCh staff persoNS capable of carrying out

1

all service functions and can respond to a student with a number
. .

4P

of-ttudy/learning eeds. At. -the same time', each' staff member would

develop one are in partitular and/would consult with oth, team.
r

members, and in turn would reque,_;,14 Consultation from team members

fl

for problems not his ar . For example,. a student referred to
, ._

staf member "A".whose major area is tutoring; however, "A" also

handles study/learning skills development. (Scheduling study time

and iest-taking) for the student. . Staff member "A" consults with

staff member "B", whose major ,area is study/learning skills

development.

Exercise: Diagram this system for student with same presenting

oblems.

B. Importarft Considerations

4. Interdependence of function . Consider all the

possible ways the functions are linked ogether. For example,

suppose Environmental Appraisal sh6ws a high transfer rate out of

one teacher's class. This information should be 'given to staff

developmefit:Team members should trace cause of transfers.

appears to b he s inability to tg.ach or to get along with

students, st ff. devel pmenticould offer assistance.. It is impor-

tant to recog ize that he. Center staff should not wait until-.

services are re ested, bud rather should be constantly assessing

ervices needed and Shoy make an effort to link the service with

/ the person in need:

136
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2. locating ReiPonsibiliAifor Center Coordination.

3. Scheduling regular time .for Center staff sharing.

4. Maintatning.a schedule for "What" is goingh, plhen"
4 Ar

it is provided.
t

Step 4..

Management/Administration of Center. 14 is important:that a
.r.

person be identified to coordinate and administer the Center. The

relationship of thit person to the career guidance team and the

advisory committee wilL need to b identified and deVel6ped as a

part of setting policy and procedures. Who is subo;dinate to whom?

What administrative/coordinative functions need to be provided'?

Step 5. (

Identifying Relrces for Each' Center Function. 'At'this point,

you and ypur fellow team members have experienced exercises and

information sharing for ali-of the functions-included in the

Educational Development Center concept. Hopefully, you ha

L
e a

good understanding of each function, and the different detj es, to

which the function can be developed from simple to complex and the

basic skills required for( staff to provide each function. This
i

1.exer,ise is an opportunity for you ald your fellow team members

, . 1 a

to begin to lay the groundwork for making die Center concept a
4.

reality (if you so choose)-- at your SCh00.
4air

Exercise:

A. Rank order Center functions in terms of priority for ')

students at your school, (direct service functions only.)

6. What Direct Service Functi6ns do you plan to provide?

What System Support Functions are -absolutely necessary? What

System Support Function will yoLCOrovide?
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C. For each function (all), identify a resource (a person

rather than a department whenever possible) who can help your team

set up that function. Lobk very.closellat the variety of skills

'offered by the staff at your school. Where skills do not exist, in

house, be creative in considering Where else to go. Don't restOct

yourself to traditional setting (in the university). Look at com-_

munity centers (e.g. counseling center). Businesse0may have re-

sources in their staff development departments, for example in

'teaching people how-to communicate on paper. Also, look at skills

that parents have to offer. Consider arrangement with universities

whereby graduate students could help with the research /evaluation

function (or other functions) and re(eive graduate credit.

D. Develop .a simplgpian of action forifirSi steps when you

return to your school. Consider: (1), what needs' to be done

first, (2) how will responSibilities be divied among team mem-

bers, (3) when will team get together again to pia next steps.

Step 6. -

Evaluation. Program evaluation is the function of monitoring

the effectiveness of the Cerater. TM,s Center function is one of

the most important and deserves high priority. It involves three

basic processes:

A. Process Monitoring -- counting the number'of students

served, the kinds of 7blems presented, and describing-responses

to the problems. It also includes maintaining problems of Manning

the Center, e.g., proplems in ..cquiring staff,. problems in support

from administraqon.
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Impact Evaluation -- measuring the change in study/learn-

ing problems as a result of Center activities. Measuring the dif-

ference the Center's exi$tence has made, directly and indirectly

(including Unanticipated side effects)

C. Cost Effectiveness -- measuring the cost, including donate

goods and services, per unit cif service rendered (per student

served; per hour of service.)

ThlOast exercise is intepded to help you cl4rify what type

of information you may need:to included your progra6 assessment.

a. As a team identify four situations that might occur that

would req/1re data to'be available-about the. Center functions,

successes, problems, and services rendered. As team members you

should now have a good idea of why program evaluation is important,
40

what needs to be included as data, and how the data can best be,'

presented to various audiences or inquiries.

b. The final steps for your team is to determine who among

your team will assume primary responsibility for developing this

fuh,tion and the role(s) of the remaining team members and any

other people that may be included in the leadership for developing

the program evaluation function of ttie center.
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THE LAST WORD

You have now completed training packag4Oesigned

to improve yoU'r abilities to facilftate student learning

and constructive involvement it The Educational Environ-

ment. We trust that you have benefited from this staff

development experience. You may wish to, consult the

resources list at the'end of this modufefor further

fPinformation and help Oth's area.

According to our recent comprehensive needs

assessment study, studentsrdesire to be more effective

in' their present daily environment--the school. We hopeS'

that we have challenged you and helped you to consider

some techniques and-Strategiesifor facilitating their

:.forts to become more effective.

L.
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Sociodrama'

APPENDIX A

In his training package the term sociodeama refers to

learning experiences in which participants act out common or

typical socfal roles for purposes of exploring, defining,
.1

clarifying, analyzing, and developing more,,fiffective ways of

dealing with common experiences and problems.

Soctodrama is more, effective than discussion alone for

helping students to develop behavioral skills and understanding

of others. It provides a/I participants with a common frame of

reference and,a protected situation in which participants can

relive situations /and test diff4rent ways of dealing with

situations. It fielps them to anticipate some consequences of

their actions ancrto develop greater flexib lity in problem

solving. By exposure to,othersi.situations they perceive the

universality of certain problems and desehitize themselves toward'

some past disturbing experiences and dreaded fLiiiA..e ones.

Much loxietY can be relieved by rehearsal of appropriate andu--

successful behaviors before the' fact.

The principal values of sociodrama for this training

package are the pofntial fortreating arousal of new awareness

and new skills via practice. The common experience is the

personal behalilors and strategies as they relateito s iirvtving

) and succeeding io(the educational system to learn. The topics

y) available for'sdciodrama are limitless and may be on any aspect

1
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of social, educational, or vocational problems. Some examples of

various subjects may be: (1) being "jittery" and confused when

teacher hands out test papers, the result being poor grades (2)

getting tense and rambling in speeh ken the teacher calls on

you for a comment during discussion (3) how to handle not having

completed an assignment by the due date (4) wanting recognition

for superior work but feeling that to talk about pride and success

would be considered bragging or not'"cool," (5) wanting to ask

A

for help but not wanting the label as "dummy" Or "teacher net"

(6) wanting to show interest and enthusia m but afraid to do so.

The brief outline that follows may sere as a helpful guide

i'n conducting h sociodrama.



USING SOCIODRAMA IN THE CLASSROOM

There are three major pre-requisites.to,the successful use

of sociodrama in the classroom:

1. That the class have a cooperative group feeling--everyone
be concerned...about the accurate portrayal,and under-
standing of some social issue.

,

2. That the students who participate have solve knowledge
of the situation and the person they are to represent--
knowledge and feeL

3. That the so4 odrama be'llsed as a learning device rather
than an end in itself.

The whole class would be drawn into the portrayal by critically

evaluating the 4cturacy of the presentation in light of whether

the person would have said and acted in the manner of the

presentation. It is sometime advisable tc 'rough the drama

again after a discussion.

HOW TO GO ABOUT PUTTING ON A SOCIODRAMA

1. Selecting the situation
\a. ShouldEii very simple,one
b. Sham involve personalities
c. The issue should be one which arises because

people have different .desires, beliefs, hopes
and aspirations, or a problem which occurs because
people do not unlerstand each others point of
view

d. should involvp no more than'eight peop e and no less
than four people

e. Should describe the roles to be take

2. Choosing participants
a. When first trying out sociodrama teacher should

select students who are fairly well informed on
the issue to be presented, who are imaginative,
articulate, and self-assured.

3
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b. thaw offs often freezer. the shy feel insecure, and
the inadequate should take the minor roles.
Dramatics training is not necessarily the best
because tociodrama draws upon individuals''own
resourcgs.

c. When choosing,, know the background of students,.
placing the students in situations that will
benefit them. (EXAMPLE: If the problem is
one of'prejudice; those with marked prejudice I

should unobtrusively be selected to:demonstrate
the issue.)

3. Setting the itage
a. When selected send out of room to plan roles*,

entrance, staging, etc.

'4. Preparing the audience
a. Observe as though each one were acting It
b. Ask themselves, is this the Way I would f el in,

this situation?
c. Emphasis is placed on the expectation' tat there

will be no finished product.

Acting out theAituation
a. Teacher isircrogt between director and audrence--

0-4111 a dead e d cut the situation short.
bb. Keen he feeling of freedom of expression, allow

reality and success.
-

c. Encourage role-reversal and introject new roles
as necessary or encourage participants to
introduce new roles.

d. Discussion can take place at points of being
stuck or after each enactment.

6. Discussion is usually
a. Class eager to make comments.
b. Center upon (1) how people feel; (2) why they act

as they do, (3) do they act as the situation
calls for? If not, why?

c. y ideas it could be re-enacted with new
a tors. 4

d. If more knowledge is4felt needed by teacher and
. students this stimulates research and then-
re-enactment.

e. Participants should report upon how they felt in
the role.

The teacher should always make 6i dent the fact that no ,one is

expected to do 4 perfect job. Express pleas/ant surprise at hoW

4)
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well the students succeeded in the task. Sociodrama can in this

manner be a very effective leaiming device providing both the

teacher and students an exciting opportunity for joint creative

learning experiences.

*4.
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and Practice. Goodyear
California, 1974.

RESOURCES *

D. Myrick. Facilitative TeachtTi: Theory
Publishing Co., Inc. Pacific Palisades,

Raths, Louis E., Merrill kit-41in, and §idney B. Simon, Values.
and Teaching.. Charles'E. Merrill Publishing Co., Colum us,
Ohio, 1966.

Simon, Sidney B., Leland W. Howe, and Howard Kirschenbaum, Values
Clarification: .A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers
and Students. Hart Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1972.

Nylen, Donald, J. Robert Mitchell, and Anthony Stout, Handbook of
Staff Development and Human Relations TraintaL Materials
beveloped for Use in Africa. NTL Institute for Ap-giergihavioral
Scffence, WaiiFington, D.C., 1967.

Hawley, Robert Human Values
4

in the Classroom: Education
Research associates, Amherst, MassachusetfiTiT73.

Thompson,-Charles and
of

Nyberg, David, Tough &
Palo Alto; California,

William PoOpen, For Those Who Care: War

e6sn'lBooks,

Charles E.

Tender qT..TT'Na=b1u::
1971.

Napier, Rodney W. and Matti K. Gershenfeld. Groups: Theory and
Practice, Instructor's Manual. Houghton Mifflin Co(7-Boston,
Massachusetts, 1973.

Napier, Rodney W. and Matti K. Gershenfeld. Groups: TheorL and
Experience, Houghton Mifflin Co., Botton, Massachusetts, 1973

Combs, Arthur W., and Snygg. Individual Behavior, Harper & Rms
New York, 1959 C. 17& 18.

Hamachek, Don E. Encounters With the Self.
Winston, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 1911. C6

Alschuler,Alfred S., Diane Tabor, and James
Achievement Motivation. Education Ventui.es,
Connecticut, 19 757---- -

* Listed iv Order of Suggested Usefulness
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